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ABSTRACT
The microprocessor revolution has oroduced a capable
computer on a single printed circuit board.
The design and development of a real-time operating
system for a distributed system of Single Boara Computers is
presentea in this paper.
There are user manuals and program descriptions for the
operating system^ a debug moduler a CRT module and a line
printer modu 1 e
.
The operating system has been developed for a Multibus
system with three INTEL Single Board Computers SBC80/20-a
and b'UK bytes of common memory.
The system has been designed soecifically for TJaval
Tactical Data Systems applications and the feasibility of
such applications are evaluated with respect to currently
available Single Board Computers and with respect to Single
Board Computers that should be available in the near future.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An examination of currently installed Naval Tactical
Data Systems reveals that the heart of the system, the
computer/ does not represent today's advanced technology.
Even in recently implemented systems large 'space, weight,
DOwer and maintenance cost consuming' second generation
computers are found. The use of second generation technology
is caused by lengthy lead times in systems acguisition,
system conversion and especially software conversion cost,
educational cost etc. However, in the age of
microcomputersf which provides features like low hardware
cost* high degree of versatility and therefore a potential
for standardization, high reliability, low maintenance cost
and low power, space and weight consumption, it should be
the time to develop new systems in order to make use of
these features which seem to be tailored specifically for
military applications.
The real-time operating system develooed in this thesis
should be understooc as a step in the direction of making
use of the new technology. The operating system is designed
for a distributed system of concurrently operating Single
Board Computers.

After ifientifying typical comouting require Tients for
Naval Tactical Data Systems^ a distributed computer system
using Single Board Computers and a real-time operating
system are developed. Three user modules^ a debug/ CRT, and
a line printer module^ are introduced. In the conclusion of
this paper a comparison between the identified requirements
and the developed system is made and possible extensions are
indicated.

II. COMPUTING REQUIREMENTS FOR NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS
In this section the basic requirements for a computer
system which is to drive a Naval Tactical Data System are
cons i dered .
In general it can be said that the computer system has
to be able to handle the workload dictated by the
operational specifications and to cooe with peak situations
without a system failure.
Typically/ Naval Tactical Data Systems are dedicated
systems. Because of this factr system requirements for the
CPU, memory and input/output are known. It is therefore not
necessary to carry a vast amount of overhead in order to be
prepared for unknown worst cases. However/ when deciding on
a computer system, future extensions of the system with
hardware consequences should be taken into account.
Unfortunately it is very difficult to predict the possible
enhancements during the life time of a Naval Tactical Data
System. Therefore/ the chosen computer system should be
expandab 1 e
.
Since Naval Tactical Data Systems are rather complex
systems with many different system functions, the equipment
used in an implementation is produced by many different
manufacturers. Although there are some standard interfaces
10

for Naval Tactical Data Systemr the computer, which is to
drive the peripheral hardware has to be versatile in order
to be connected to different devices with different
interfaces.
In order to reduce cost by large series and simplified
maintenance a standardization between different systems is
highly desirable.
The instruction repertoire of the computer system has
to provide instructions which allow the efficient
proqramminq of typical operations in Naval Tactical Data
Systems. Typical operations are
- the solution of complex mathematical problems
in a reasonable time (quasi real-time)
- bit manipulations
- fast data base access
- complex and fast inout/output operations
- extensive interruot handling.
Many command and control operations and decisions
depend on the proper functioninq of the Naval Tactical Data
System. Hiqh reliability/ even under extreme physical
conditions/ are therefore a too requirement for this kind of
system. In case of a breakdown/ the tactical information
often is lost or it takes some time to recreate a valid
tactical situation. Because of the importance of the Naval
Tactical Data System witnin a larger system (ship or
11

aircraft)/ a complete back-up for the computer system is
des i rab 1 e
.
The major requirement to be met by the operatina system
is to run the system under real-time conditions. Dependant
on the computer system^ this leads to operating systems of
differing sizes where the ratio of time used by the
operating system to total time should be optimized.
Basically/ the operating system has to support an
overall program structure which simplifies
- software development
- software maintenance
- software extensions
- use of components from other systems
(standard! zat ion)
.
12

III. A COMPUTER SYSTEM USING SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS
In this section the hardware concept of a corrputer
system consisting of Single Board Computers is developed.
Basic building block of this computer system is a INTEL
Single Board Computer, SRC80/20-a.
A. INTEL'S SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER SBC80/20-a
INTEL'S Single Board Computer, S6C80/20-a, represents a
complete microcomputer on a single printed circuit board.
The SBC80/20-a includes:
- e080A CPU
- ^K static Random Access Memory (RAM)
- UP to 8K Read Only Memory (ROM)
- 48 programmable parallel input/output lines
- a programmable serial input/output interface
- programmable interval timers
- programmable, eight priority level, vectored
interrupt structure
- bus interface for external system bus.
An in-depth description of hardware, function and
programming of the SRC80/20-4 is given in the SBC80 manual
[INTEL SBC80/20 HARDWARE REFERENCE MANUAL 98-317c).
13

1. 8080A CPU
The 8080A is a sinqle LSI chip CPU. It has six
8-bit general ourpose reaisters and an accunnulator. The six
general purpose registers may be addressed individually or
as register pairsr providing 16-bit operations.
A l6-bit stack pointer controls the addressing of an
external stack which can be located in general rremory.
The 8080A has an address range of b^K bytes.
The CPU Set consists of the 8080A CPUfClock
.generator and a system controller. It performs all system
processing functions and provides a stable timing reference
for all other circuitry on the board.
2. Random Access Memory/Read Only Memory
The ^ K Random Access Memory on the Single Board
Computer can be jumper assigned to the top address space in
any one of the four 16K address blocks.
The Read Only Memory is located starting at address
0000 and has a size of ^K or 8K depending on the type of me-
mory devices used.
The full CPU capability of addressing 6^K Dytes can
be utilized by adding external memory boards which are
accessible via the system bus. The respective parts in this
memory are 'shadowed* by the on-board memory. The CPU set
is capable of determining whether an addressed
14

memory location is on-board or not,
3, Parallel Inout/Outout
The SbC provices ^8 input/output lines which can be
configured by software in combinations of un i -d i rec t i ona 1 or
bi-directional input/outout ports,
^. Serial Input/OutPut
The SBC includes a programmable
synchronous/asynchronous RS23PC communication interface
which is capable of operating with all common communication
f pequenc i es
,
5, Interval Timers
The SBC contains two fully programmable and
independent BCD or 16-bit binary interval timers/event
count er s
,
6, Interrupt Structure
The on-board interrupt controller provides vectoring
for up to eight interrupt leves in four different priority
processing modes. Operating mode and priority assignment
are under software control.
7, System Bus Interface
This interface is compatible with INTEL's Multibus
system and allows the combination of several Single Board
15

Comput e rs ^ memo ry and other utility boards on one system bus.
Two bus priority systems are available: serial (up
to three master controller) and parallel (up to sixteen
master controller),
B. SYSTEM CONCEPT
The development of a computer system consisting itself
of rather independent Single Board Computers automatically
leads to the conceot of a distributed system. A distributed
system in this context is a computer system in which seve-
ral processors are working on more or less independent tasks
connected by a common system bus. The computer system to be
developed is a direct realization of this concept.
Basically the system consists of Single Board Computers
and 6 4K bytes of Random Access Memory external to the Single
Board Computers. The external memory resides on four printed
circuit boards which are bus compatible with the Single
Board Computers. This memory represents a common memory to
all Single Board Computers attached to the same bus. This
concept in connection with the on-hoard memory of the Single
Board Computers ooens up software possibilities which are
explored in Chapter Iv.
Information interchange between Single Board Computers
can be realized using three different concepts.
16

Conceot ( 1 ) :
Storage of information in common memory ana periodic
checks of the agreed uDon 'mail boxes'. This
concept can be used in systems where all processing
is organized in a hierarchical 'producer - consumer'
structure. In this structure basic processing is
local to a Single Board Computer. ()ata is gathered
and processed at a high rate. The outputs reduced
data and upoates of common data basest is reguired
by others processors at a lower freguency. Since
external events can occur async ronous 1 y ^ an extra
data path through common memory for such messages
has to be provided.
Concept (2 J
:
Storage of information in common memory and
interruption of the information receiving Single
Board Computer. The addition of interrupts to
concept (1) allows both synchronous and asynchronous
transfers of data sets between Single Board
Computers, The disadvantage of this concept is the
number of interrupt lines reauired with an
increasing number of participating Single Board
Computers in order to address each other. The
alternative of having only one interrupt common to
all Single Board Computers would cause an
interruption of all processors and re gu ires a
polling scheme to determine the receiving Single
17

Board Computer.
Concept ( 3 )
:
Direct transfer of information between Sinale Board
Computers using input/outPut ports ana interrupts.
This concept can be used to exchange time critical
information between orocessors. Since it directly
involves the CPU of both the sender and receiver the
amount of aata passed has to be kept small.
However, larae data sets can be transferred with the
use of pointers to common memory. The limitations
of concept (2), extended for data lines between
input/output ports, also apply for concept (3).
The input/output structure of the Single Board Computers
allow the connection of a variety of peripheral devices to
the computer system. Each connection represents a hardware
modification or specialization of a Single Board Computer,
i.e. the dedication of a part of the computer system to a
spec i a 1 task.
C. SYSTEM BUS ORGAfMlZATlUM
The system bus, which is the main communication line
between several Single Board Computers/ common memory and
other utility printed circuit boards, is implemented using
INTEL'S Multibus, This bus system allows master-master and
master-slave relationships between various system hardware
modu 1 es
.
18

Transfers via this bus oroceed asynchronously^ i.e. tne
transfer speed is dependent on the speed of the transmitting
and receiving cfe vices. Once a module has gained control of
the bus* transfers can proceed with a maximum rate of 5
million bytes/second.
Master modules can gain access to the bus using a serial
or parallel priority resolving scheme. The serial scheme is
limited to three masters because of the signal propagation
delay* but up to sixteen masters may be connected to the bus
using the parallel priority scheme.
The bus system provides an override facility which
allows a hardware module to keep control of the bus until
the operation is completed. This feature can be used under
software control.
D. MEMORY ORGANIZATION
The total memory of the computer system consists of
- common Random Access Memory
- on-board Random Access Memory
- on-board Read Only Memory.
The on-board Random Access Memory portions are located
in the same region on all Single Board Computers. This
leaves the respective oortion in common memory unused*
however* it is now possible to run identical programs on the
Single Board Computers. Identical proarams allow the access
19

of common data and execution of shared code. The location
of on-board Random Access Memory can be changed because all
programs are relocatable.
All variable data has to be kept in on-board memory for
t wo reasons :
\) Faster access oy CPU and increased overall
performance because use of the system bus is
a vo i ded
.
On-board memory access does not require WAIT states
of the CPU.
i) No data conflicts in the execution of shared code.
Although the variable data has the same logical
address space/ its physical representation is local
to the Single Boara Computers and therefore
'invisible' to other CPUs.
On-board Read Only Memory contains the executive and
frequently executed program parts. Other program parts*
especially when they are identical in all Single Board
Computers are located in common memory in order to allow
shared execution.
20

E. INPuT/OUTPUr FACILTTItS
Each Single Hoard Computer provides serial and parallel
input/output facilities which can be completely driven by
interrupts.
The serial interface is ready to be used with a CKT,
With the addition of an adanter a TTY can also be connected
to a Single Board Computer.
Each Single Board Computer provides six bi-directional
8-bit ports. These ports can be configured by software to be
8-bit data input/output ports or ^-bit bit addressable
inPut/output ports. The latter can be used to receive and
send status bit inforrration in conjunction with the 8-bit
input/output ports.
The hardware provides three basic modes of operation
that can be selected by software:
- Mode : Basic Input/Output
- Mode 1 : Strobed Input/Output
- Mode 2 : Bi-directional Bus
Mode can oe usee for simple/ status driven device
interfaces. Since this kind of interface is not compatible
with the real-time reauirements it is not considered here.
Mode 1 and Mode 2 generally reguire the support of
interrupts. Mode 1 provides a means for transferring data
to or from a specific port in conjunction with strobe or
21

•hand-shake' signals. This mode can be used for a variety of
different periohera] devices.
Mode 2. provides communication with a peripheral device
on a 8-bit bus for both receiving and transmitting data.
'Hand-shake' are provided to maintain proper bus flow in a
similar manner to Mode I.
The dr i ver/
t
erm i na t i on connections of the parallel
input/output section are left open and have to be inserted
depending on the actual implementation.
The primary user considerations in determining how to
use each of the six input/output ports arel
- choice of operating mode
- direction of data flow
- choice of dr
i
ver /t e rm i na t o r networks
- jumper configurations
- mutual port restrictions.
F. INTERRUPT STRUCTURE
The interrupt controller accepts jumper selectable
interrupt reguests from
- parallel input/output
- serial input/output
- interval ti me r s
- system bus
22

- directly from external devices.
The controller resolves priority among the eight
possible interrupt levels according to an olaorithm which is
selectable by software. The priority assignments and
algorithms can be changed dynamically at any time during
system operation.
Of the four possible interrupt modes only the 'fully
nested' mode is considered here. In this mode priorities are
fixed Such that level has the highest priority and level 7
the 1 owes t .
The interrupt hardware provides vectored interrupts
where the interrupt vector is not fixed in its location and
size (^ or 8 by t es/ i nt e
r
rupt ) . The interrupt controller has
to be programmed with location and step width of the
interrupt vector.
The interrupt controller allows the setting of a one
byte interrupt mask by software. This feature allows the
inhibition of not wanted interruots in any combination of
the eight interrupt levels.
23

IV. A KtAL-TlME OPE^^ATING SYSTE^^ FOR SINGLE BOARD COMPOTERS
The objectives for the ooeratinq system to be developed
in this section are:
1) The operating system has to be able to control fJTDS
applications under real-time conditions.
2) The host computer system is the multi processor
microcomputer system oescribed in the previous section.
3) The existing Microcomputer Development System and
the associated support software (ISIS-IIfPL/M-80) has to be
used for program development.
^) The operating system must provide debugging tools
that allow system debugging and system testing under real-
t i me condi t i ons
.
This chapter describes the operating system in more
general terms. An in-dePth description is given in the
user's manual (Appendix A) and in the program description of
the operating system (Appendix B).
A TASK is a part of the orogram which handles a
specific function of the system and consists of one or more
procedu res
.
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A MODULE is a seoarate task or seoarate group of
related tasks which are considered to ne i ndeoenfien t in
terms of software development and system integration.
The EXECUTIVE is the kernel of the operating system and
controls the scheduling and execution of tasks.
The OPERATING SYSTEM consists of executive/ system
calls and system data.
A. SYSTEM CONCEPT
In contrast to an operating system for general usage in
which the nature of the running tasks is not predictable
this real-time operating system drives a dedicated system.
Dedicated/ in this context/ means that the implemented tasks
do not change at run time of the system. This concept allows
dropping much of the book-keeping overhead which is typical
for operating systems for general usage. Tasks in this
system are not physically moved in memory/ they are only
activated and suspended.
Ejcecution of tasks is under control of the kernel of the
operating system/ the executive. The executive controls the
CPU assignment to the various tasks activated by interrupts/
to process a message from another task or at a preset point
in time.
25

B. MODULAR STRUCTURE
The ooeratina system supoorts a strictly moaular proqram
structure. Modules are integral parts of the overall program
which usually handle a specific function or a group of
related functions, fhis organization not only eases program
development and maintenace^ it also allows easy-to-implement
changes of the system. Typically^ a module is compiled
separately and then integrated into the rest of the system.
Because of the independent nature of modules they can be
removed or replaced without influencing the remaining
system. Not only user programs represent modules^ the
operating system itself consists of independent modules.
Modules are identified by a number. The number depends
on the nurrrber of the Sinale Board Computer which hosts the
module. Maximum number of modules per Single Board Computer
is 8, Modules in Single Board Computer 1 have numpers to
It in Single Board Computer 2 numbers 8 to 15 etc. The
lowest module number in a Single Board Computer is reserved
for the executive of the operating system while the highest
number represents the debug module.
C. FACILITIES OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM
1. Priority Tasks
Priority tasks represent the highest priority level
a task can have in the system. Priority tasks are executed
as soon as processor control is returned from the current
26

active tasl<.
A priority task has to be entered into the list of
orionty tasks with a system call, A sinale execution of
that oriority task can then be schedulea with another system
call.
The Drimary purpose of priority calls is the process
of interrupts. The call of the priority task has to be
scheduled in the interrupt service routine. The high
priority of that task ensures that it is executed as soon as
the processor becorres available.
2 , Communication between Modules
Since modules are separate and independent oarts of
the system the operating system has to provide a function
which allows the tasks or modules to communicate with each
other. This communication uses the form of messages which
are sent from one module to another. A message is sent with
a system call and entered into a FIFO list. The receiving
module's message entry is called if no priority task is
pending and the message is to be processed next in the FIFO
list.
A message consists of message control block and
possibly data bytes. The message control block identifies
receiving module^ sencing module^ message number ang length
of the messaoe. The message number depends entirely on an
agreement between senging ano receiving module and serves
27

the Duroose of iaentifyinq the rressage. If the message
control Dloctc itself is not sufficient for the transmission
of information^ data bytes can be added to the message.
A message is always sent from one module to another
module regardless in which Single Board Computer they
reside. The operating system decodes the number of the
receiving module and routes the message to another Single
Board Computer if necessary.
i. Time Dependent and Periodic Tasks
Real-time environments and especially Naval Tactical
Data Systems reguire the execution of certain tasks at a
predefined point in time or periodically with a specified
time interval. In this operating system these tasks range
in the priority hierarchy below the priority tasks and the
process of messages.
Periodic tasks have to be identified to the
operating system with a system call, ifti i t h this system call
the task and the specified time interval is entered into the
list of periodic tasks. The executive uses the system's
real-time clock to determine the exact time of the call. A
periodic task can be suspended or the specified time
interval can be changed with system calls.
28

^m Background Tasks
Background tasks represent the lowest oriority level
in the system. They are executed only if no priority task
is pending^ no messaae is to be processed and no periodic
call is necessary/ i.e. the processor is idling. Ihis idle
time can be used to perform hardware checks on a time slice
basis or to perform data reductions for statistic and test
purposes .
If a Single Board Computer is completely interrupt
driven/ (i.e. not periodically activated) the processor can
enter the HALT state to free the system Dus. The next
interrupt will 'awake' the processor and the executive.
5. System Calls
The operating system provides system calls for task
management/ communication between modules and functions
which are commonly used by several modules.
6, Real-time Clock and Count Down Clock
The operating system provides two different clocks/
a continuously running real-time clock and a count down
clock which can be started with a specified run time. There
is only one real-time clock in common memory which is used
by all Single Board Computers in the system. The real-time
clock is driven by the Single Board Computer with the number
1. Both real-time clock and count down clock make use of
29

the interval timers on the Single Board Computers.
A count down clock is implemented in each vS ingle
Board Computer. The count down clock can be started at any
time and generates an interrupt when the soecifiea time is
elapsed. The count down clock can be used to control time
critical processes. It has a size of 16 bits where the least
significant bit represents 1.8h micro seconds.
The real-time clock has a size of ^ byteSf the least
sionificant bit has the value of 1 milli second and the
maximum run time is approximately 50 days.
D. REAL-TIME EXECUTIVE
The real-time executive represents the kernel of the
ooerating system. The executive continuously checks for
pending tasks on four priority levels:
1. priority tasks
2. messages to be processed
3. periodic tasks
^. background tasks.
The processor is assigned to the next task with highest
priority in this scheme. The executive only proceeds to the
next lower level if no task is pending at the current or a
h i gher 1 eve 1 .
30

Each Single rioaro Computer runs its own, identical
executive. An executive is tailored to its environment with
special comoile oarameters.
The executives in different Single Hoard Computers
communicate with each other using normal messages via an
exchange in an absolutely located buffer in common memory.
Because the code of the executive is executed most often
it is located in on-board memory.
E. INTERRUPT HANDLING
AH interrupts are handled entirely by the operating
system. The operating system initializes the interruot
controller and sets up the interrupt vector.
There are four special interrupts which are handled by
the operating system: real-time clock interruot/ count down
clock interrupt, system restart interrupt ana an interrupt
which causes the system to enter the monitor, if
implemented.
User modules can activate interrupts with a system call
and passing the requested interrupt level and the index of a
priority task to process the interrupt. In case of an
interrupt, a call of the priority task is scheduled by the
ooerating system. The de-activation of an interrupt is also
performed with a system call.

F. SYSTEM MONITOR
The system monitor is imolemented as a system call. It
is called when internal program limits are exceeded. An
address value and two byte values are passed with the system
call. The address can point to the location of the error
and the two byte values can further specify the nature of
the error.
The system monitor generates the display of an
appropriate message for the operator.
This feature is primarily designed as an aiae in the
program development and test phase and to cover undefined
program states.
G. SYSTEM INfEGRATIGN
User modules to run under the operating system are
independent with respect to other user modules ana the
operating system. In order to provide the necessary links
to the operating system/ a user module needs to be compiled
together with some system data ana external declarations of
the system calls. Furthermore the module's entry for the
process of messages has to be identified to the operating
system.
The linking of a module to the operating system is
implemented using the public/external declaration feature of
PL/M-60 and the LliMK program in ISIS-II. Basically/ a
32

system integration is the execution of this Llf^jK program,
Tncludeo in the linking process are the operating system
itself and the user modules of the special configuration to
be integrated.
Depending on the application^ the linked and located
code can be kept externally and loaded into Random Access
Memory or transferred into Erasable and Programmaole Read
Only Memory,
33

V. AVAILABLE USER MODULES
Three user modules have been develooed and are
available to run in the presented system configuration; a
CKT module^ a line orinter module and a debug module. The
software documentation/ a program (iescription of each module
and a user's manual for the debug functions/ is part of the
Apoend i x
.
A. CRT MODULE
This module is a typical user module. It drives a CRT
connected to a Single Board Computer. The CRT/ via the CRT
module/ may be used by any other module in the system,
regardless in which Single Board Computer it is located.
Messages are used for the communication between the CRT
module and a 'CRT user' module.
The CRT module provides two different kinds of outputs
to the CRT and the facility of obtaining inputs from the
connected keyboard.
3a

B. LIME PRINTER MODULE
The line printer module is the driver for a line
printer. Any module in the system can transfer text with a
message to the line printer module in order to have it
printed,
C. DEBUG MODULE
This module allows the debugging of the entire system
under real-time conditions^ i.e. without influencing system
operation during the debugging process. The provided debug
functions are designed to ease debugging of malfunctions
which are typically encountered in real-time systems and
specifically in Naval Tactical Data Systems.
The debugging concept allows several users to debug
different program parts at the same time. Any Single board
Computer can be debugged from any other Single Board
Computer with the restriction that only one user is allowed
to debug a Single Board Computer at a time.
Input/output media for the debug module are a CRT or
eguivalent device ana a high speed printer for output only.
Both devices are driven by modules described in previous
sections.
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VI. CONCLUSIUNS
In this section a comparison is made between the
oroDOsed computer system (hardware concept and operating
system) and the requirements established in Chapter II.
It is emphasized that no attempt is macie to examine the
capabilities of the previously described computer system to
drive a typical Naval Tactical Data System. Obviously the
CPU, INTEL'S 8080A, fails to qualify for this task because
of its restricted instruction repertoire (especially the
lack of arithmetic instructions)/ eight bit word size and
hUK byte address space.
with the recent introduction of a single chip 16-bit
microprocessor with
- instructions to operate on 8-/16- and 3? bit
quantities
- signed and unsigned arithmetic operations
including multiplications and divisions
- address space of 1 meoabyte
the proposed model with minor adaptive changes in the
operating system becomes realistic/ provided that the
concept of Single Board Computers will be keot . Considering
the success of INTEL'S SBC80 series/ this is very likely.
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A. HAHDWARt DESIGN
1. Standarclization and Cost
The oroposed hardware desigrif distributed system
with Single board Corrouters on a common bus system^ is very
flexible. It can be used in Naval Tactical Data System
applications which recuire extensive computing power as well
as in very small ana simple systems. Because of this
flexibilityr the proposed concept would reduce the number of
different computer architectures currently in use. This
reduction is eguivalent to an increase in standardization
which besides lower hardware cost has a strong influence on
cost in terms of software development* maintenance and
trainingofpersonnel.
2 . t xpandab i 1 i t y
The proposed concept has special advantages as far
as future changes or extensions of the system are concerned.
A hardware change is kept local to one or a few Single Board
Computers. Extensions are accomplished easily by aa ding
Single Board Comouters to the system. Howeverr it should be
noted that the utilization of the system bus may turn out to
be the 'bottleneck' of such a system. The capacity of the
system bus clearly dictates the limits for the proposed
compu t er aes i gn
,
A solution to this problem is thinkable in form of a
'super bus' structure consisting of two or more of the
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previously developed systems and a connecting 'super' bus
system. This structure would lead to a strictly hierarchical
system concept in which information is reducea before oeinq
transferred to the next higher bus level.
3. Interfaces with Peripheral Equipment
The implemented input/output interfaces in Single
Board Computers are not fixed. The input/outPut and
interrupt controller are software programmable and^ in
connection with easy to implement jumper connections/ allow
the tailoring of the input/outPut and interrupt facilities
according to the application,
4. Maintenance and Reliability
The most astonishing effects of the new technology
used in Single Board Computers can be found in the area of
maintenance and reliability. A computer system consisting of
Single Board Computers is practically ma i n
t
enance- f ree
.
Although reliability tests of the new tech'nology are still
in progress/ it is already known that there is a great
increase in reliability. In case of a failure parts of the
computer would no longer be replaced: the computer would be
rep laced itself.
5. Physical Requirements
The propose (i computer system drastically reduces
weight/ space and environmental (power/ cooling etc.)
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requirements of currently i mo 1 emen t ed Naval Tactical Data
Systems. This reduction is especially important for air-
borne systems.
6. System Redundancy
Up to now a complete bacl<-up computer system is not
found in Naval Tactical Data System applications. Keasons
for this are mainly costs and sometimes space and weight.
With an implementation of the proposed system concept these
constraints could be eliminated. Although reliability is
already greatly increased a redundant system design can be
considered.
B. OPERATING SYSTEM
1. Naval Tactical Data System Requirements
The proposed operating system has been designed
specifically for an application in Naval Tactical Data
Systems. It provides facilities which ensure the real-time
operation of the entire system. 'Real-time' is a relative
expression with resoect to Naval Tactical Data Systems. An
operator expects a system reaction in real-time after
completion of his inputs. In this case the system has to
provide an 'instantenous' reaction in terms of human speed.
However, in the case of a high freguency ra6ar interface,
'instantenous' represents a considerably shorter time
between input and reaction. The structure of the operating
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system with different priority levels supports this
interpretation of 'real-time' as well as other commonly
found Naval Tactical Data System operations.
2, Software Developments Maintenance and hxtensions
Because of the modular structure supported by the
operating system, it is oossible to run test vehicles early
in the program development phase. The modules in the test
vehicle are replaced by the original modules as soon as they
are completed or the simulated equipment is installed. This
concept of a continuous test of the growing system involves
some simulation overhead but it avoids 'big bang* tests and
leads to a better tested system.
The modular structure also eases program
maintenance* because modules are easily changed and re-
integrated into the system.
Extensions to the system are implemented by adding
modules. Hardware facilities of the computer system can be
extended by increasing the number of Single Board Computers.
In order to find an optimal distribution of the extended
program it may be necessary to re-distribute the modules
over the Single Board Computers.
3. Standardization
The structure of the operating system basically
reflects a similar structure used in various real-time Naval
ao

Tactical Data Systems. This allows the use of alreaay
developed software ana knowledqe.
'4, Simulation
Simulation in Naval Tactical Data Systems is neeaed
mainly for three reasons: software development/ software
test and onerator training. The modular software structure
in connection with the distributed Single Board Computer
concept allow simulation not only of missing modules or
eguipment/ it allows the simulation of the operation of
entire Single Board Computers as well. No hardware changes
are necessary since the simulation ta^ces place entirely
inside the computer system.
ai

'APPENDIX A
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION OF OPERATING SYSTEM
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Gene ra
1
In t roduc t i on
This seqment of text describes the function of the operatinq
system. The use of the facilities is documented in the user's
manual for the ooeratinq system.
In cases where system functions are well explained in the
program listing itself no cescription is given here.
The executive is considerea to be a module. It has the lowest
possible module number in a SBC and the module identification
EX.
Abbreviations and Conventions
All numbers in this segment of text are decimal except as
otherwise indicated.
Task - part of the program which handles a specific
function of the system and consists of one or
moreprocedures
Module - part of the program which consists of one or more
(related) tasks and can be compiled separately
Executive - part of the operating system which controls the
schedulinq and execution of tasks
Operat ing
System - consists of executive^ system calls and system data
System - consists of operating system and all integrated
user modu 1 es
SBC - Single Board Computer
MDS - Microcomputer Develooment System (INTEL)
MCB - Message Control Block
KMN - Receiving Module Number
SMN - Sending Module Number
MN - Message Number
ML - Message Length
EX - executive^ module numoer in SBC 1/3/3
LP - line printer module^module number in SBC 1/2/5
CS - CRT module/ module number in SBC 1/2/3
DB - debug module* module number in SBC 1/2/3
RTC - Real Time Clock
CDC - Count Down Clock
OO/08/lo
05/13/21
Ob/la/22
07/15/23
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Execu t i ve
The executive is the kernel of the operatinq system.
It controls the process of
- priority tasks
- real-time messages
- time dependent (periodic) tasks
- background tasks.
Input s
EX receives two real-time messages from any debug module* 'start
message extraction' and 'stop message extraction'.
Format :
RMN
SMN
MM
ML
tx
any debug module
1 - start
11 - stop
on
This message controls the state of the flag MSGEX TRAC T I ON
,
It is set to 'TRUE' upon receipt of the 'start message
extraction* message and reset to 'FALSE' when 'stop message
extraction' is received.
Func t i on
System Initialization
The system is initialized with a call of procedure EXSTART
at system start. Prior to this call the variables SAVES! ACKP TR
and RESTART are set
.
SAVESTACKPTR contains the value of the stack pointer at initial
system start. It is saved for a system restart without loading
and system RESET.
RESTART is set to 'FALSE' at the initial start of the system.
In Case a system restart is initiated with INT6, RESTART is set
to 'TRUE'. At the same time the stack pointer is reset to the
saved value.
RESTART is used by all modules to determine whether the current
start is a system start with or without har(jware reset.
- ^
-
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In order to orevent overlacpinq pro (3 ram action cause a by
erroneous interrupts^ the interrunts are locked out for the
time of system initialization.
All system tables are reset and a 'start' messaae for each
module in the same SBC is packed into the system's message
buffer.
EXSTART ends with the initialization
ler and an ENABLE instruction.
of the interrupt control-
SBCl has additional tasks at system initialization. It resets
the RIC, starts the RTC update and gives the start signal
to all other SBCs in the system.
All other modules in the system check their specific start
variable STARTU STARTS etc. to take on a value other than 0.
After completion of the initialization^ SBCl sets the respective
SBC number into STARTl, SIARia etc. and all SBCs start their
initialization.
Priority Calls
In the context of priority calls there are two relevant
items of system data: PRIORLIST and PR lORSCHEDULE .
PRIORLIST is an address vector of length 8 and contains the
addresses of priority procedures entered.
PRIORSCHEDULE is a byte variable which indicates the scheduled
priority calls/e.q. bit = 1 means that a priority call of
the priority procedure in PRIOfiLIST(O) has been scheduled.
Prior to the call of this procedure the respective bit in
PRIORSCHEDULE is reset to 0.
The executive keeps checking PRIORSCHEDULE until all calls
have been made before proceeding to the process of real-time
messaaes .
Communication Between Modules
Communication between modules uses real-time messages.
These messages can be sent from any module to any other module
in the system.
A message is considered to be 'internal' if it is sent to a
module in the same SBC. An 'external ' message is sent to a
module in an other SBC,
Internal and external messages have the same format»only the
treatment by the executive is different.
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A messaae is sent with a call of StND. In this system procedure
the messaqe is placed into MSGBUFFER, a circular FIFO list.
MSGBUFFER is controlled by two Pointers: MSGIN (next to fill)
and MSGOUT (next to process).
The variable NljMMSG contains the number of messages currently
in MSGBUFFER.
,1 Internal
The executive checks NUMMSG for a messaae to be processed.
If NUMMSG = then the executive proceeds to check for external
messages
.
MSGOUT points to the next message to be processed.
The executive computes the index of the next message in
MSGBUFFER (new MSGOUT = MSGOUT + ML of current message).
After this update^ tne executive examines RMN of the message.
If the receiving module is in the same SBC the procedure
MSGENTxx is called (xx - relative module number in
a SBC : - 7) .
This procedure is the message entry of the receiving module.
.',2 External
If the receiving module of a message is not in the own SBC^
the executive calls SE^JDEXT to process this message.
There is a buffer for external messages (E
X
TMSGBUFFER ) which
has a very similar structure to MSGBUFFER.
The only exception is that the receiver of the message
is the number of the SBC which hosts the receiving module.
An external message is kept into ExT MSGBUFFER until it is
processed by the respective SBC and transferred into the local
message buffer.
Since all SBCs operate in EXTMSGBUFFER there is a lock mecha-
nism that prevents two SBCs from working in EXTMSGBUFFER at
the same t i me
.
Every time a message is taken out of EXTMSGBUFFER or when the
first message is written into the empty EXTMSGBUFFER the vari-
able EXTMSG is set to the number of the receiving SBC of the
message currently at the top of EXTMSGBUFFER.
If ExTMSG = then no external message is waiting to be
processed .
After checking the external messages PRIORSCHEDULE is examined
aga i n
.
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Periodic Calls
All activated periodic calls ^re keot in PERLIST,
PERLIST is a vector of records.
The variable NUMPtK contains the number of activated nerioaic
ca 1 Is.
PEHXIBL/ a list of pointers to PEKLIST, is always kept
compact/ i.e. if a periodic call is suspended ^ en t r i es in PEKXTBL
are moved to t)ecome compact again. This technique reduces
execution time when the executive is checking for necessary
per i od i c ca 1 1 s
.
If the executive finds a 'next call time' <= RTC then a new
•next call time' is computed (RTC f time interval) and the
periodic procedure is called.
If no periodic procedure is to be called, the executive proceeds
to the background tasks.
Otherwise the periodic procedure is called and upon return of
program control the priority calls are checked again.
Background Tasks
Background tasks represent the lowest priority level within
the executive.
They are executed only if no other task is pending* i.e. the
processor is idling.
Message Extraction
Before processing a real-time message/ the executive calls
EXMSGEXTR if theflag MSGEX TR AC
T
ION is 'TRUE'.
In this procedure the current message is checked against
the message control blocx contained in DEBUG MC6.
If DEBUGMCB matches the current message/ the message entry
of the debug module is called with a faked 'message extrac
t i on • message .
Upon return the current message is processed.
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Outputs
At system start* after its own initialization, EX sends
'start' messages to all moaules in the same SBC.
orma t 1
KMN - al 1
SMN - EX
MN - 00
ML - oa
modu 1 es in own SBC
Apart from the 'start' message, EX sends an 'extraction'
message to 06 if message extraction is activated and a match
ing message was detected. This message is 'sent' by directly
calling the message entry of DB.
This special procedure is chosen in order to avoid an ex-
cessive load of the system's message buffer since each ex-
tracted message would be represented twice: as original
message and as data bytes of the 'extraction' message.
Interrupt Handling
All interrupts are handled entirely by the operating system.
There are four system interrupts and three user interrupts.
The system interrupts are'.
- RTC inter rupt
- CDC i nt er rupt
- system restart
- enter mon i t or .
The RTC interrupt (INT2) is activated in SBC 1 only.
This interrupt is generated by counter of the interval
timer arriving at the terminal count of U.
Counter is first set in procedure EXSTART to the eguiva-
lent of 1 msec and started.
Upon occurrence of the interrupt the RTC is updated ana the
counter is started again with a time interval of I msec.
A CDC interrupt may be initiated in each SBC. The CDC inter-
rupt is started with the system call SETCDC.
At terminal count the interrupt (INTO) is generated and
the address passed with the system call is called.
The system can be restarted without RESET by generating
INT6 at the front panel of the ^DS. From the interrupt
process the procedure SYSRtSTART is called where the restart
is initiated.
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The SBC monitor can be entered at any time by Dressing 1 1 J
T
?.
at the ^ ron t pane 1 .
This interruDt is jumpered on the SHCs to cause an interrupt
on 1 eve 1 I .
Upon occurrence/ the monitor is entered at location U7aOH.
The same proceaure when activating the monitor with RtStT
applies^ i.e. typing capital 'U' to initialize the USARf.
Note: Since the monitor changes locations in on-board Random
Access Memorvf the system cannot be restarted without
1 oad i ng
!
User interrupts can be activated on levels 5/^ ana 5. They are
activated and de-activated with system calls (tNTEKINT and
REMIND.
The interrupt vector is located at 300 OH and has a length of
64 byteS/ i.e. each interrupt occupies 6 bytes.
This structure is compatible with PL/M-80,
The interrupt routines are written in PL/M-80 and therefore
located at 0000 - 003FH.
After SBC 1 is loaded^ the loader transfers the code for
interruDt processing to its final location in the interrupt
vec tor.
Since the user interrupts are restricted by PL/M-80 to
INT3 - INT7/ only 5 interrupts can be programmed this way.
These are the three user interrupts and PTC and CDC interrupt.
The code for the process of monitor and restart interrupt is
written into the interrupt vector in procedure EXSTART,
The book-keeping of user activated interrupts takes place in
table INTTBL.
INTTBL(i) contains FFH if interrupt i is not activated.
An activated interrupt is indicated by INTTBL(j) = k/ where
j is the interrupt level and k is the index of the priority
task to be scheduled upon occurrence of the interrupt.
System Data
System data are divided in two parts:
- data to be compiled with each module
- data to be compiled with the executive^ system calls
and the debug module.
The first data set is in the source files SYDATP.SRC and
SYDATE.SRC.
The executive has to be compiled with the PUBLIC declarations
of this data in SYDATP.SRC whereas all other components of
the system are compiled with the EXTERNAL declarations in
SYDATE.SRC.
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Since this data set is well explained in the program listing
(see Section 11 in the operating system user's rranual) it
is not described here.
The second data set is in the source files EXDATP.Sl^C and
EXDATE.SRC.
It Contains all data necessary for the operation of the execu-
tive and the systeii calls.
The executive has to be corrpiled with the PUBLIC declarations
in ExDATP.SPC. All other components which need to operate on
these data (system calls/ interrupt handling^ debug moaule) can
be compiled with the EXTERNAL declarations in EXDATE.SRC.
All operational data of the system are listed and described
i n Sec t i on 9
,
Syst em Calls
The code of the system calls has been split up into seven
parts in order to ease program development and maintenance
under ISIS-II. These program parts are named SCPUBl - SCPUB7
The object code of the system calls is kept in the object
1 ibrary SC.LIB.
Each module can be compiled with the set of EXTERNAL decla-
rations of all system calls in the source file SCEXT.SRC.
The matching of the PUBLIC and EXTERNAL declarations takes
place in the LINK step during system generation where the
object library SC.LIB has to be included.
The function of the system calls is explained in the source
program 1 i s t i ng
.
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Keal-tinne Clock and Count Ooi^n Clock
RTC and CDC are innplementea using counter and 1 of the
on-board interval timer.
Both counters are 'down counters' with a terminal count of
and driven by a clock inout of l.Bb micro seconds.
The 'terminal count* output line is jumoered to the interrupt
control I e r
.
Counter generates a level 2 interrupt while counter 1 is
tied to INTO.
Counter (RTC) is driven by SBC 1 only. SBC 1 loads counter
with the eguivalent of 1 msec (LSR = 1.86 micro seconds) and
updates the RTC (4 byte vector in common memory) by 1 upon
occurrence of the interruotr i.e. terminal count of counter 0.
A CDC interrupt is implemented in each SBC. Its initialization
is by a system call (SETCOC).
In the process of this system call the following actions take
place:
- save the address to be called at CDC interrupt
- enable interrupt level
- load counter 1 with the transferred value
(LSB = 1,8b micro seconds).
Upon occurrence of the COC interrupt* the interrupt on level
is disabled and the indicated address is called.
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Loade r
The system is loaded and started under control of a separate
1 oade r .
The loader runs in the MDS and is started together with the
SRCs. It interacts with the SbCs through four absolutely located
V a r i a t) 1 e s :
- LOADSBC
- START 1
- STARTS
- STARTi
(F IFOH)
( F 1 F 1 H )
(FIF2H)
(F1F5H).
At start all four variables are reset to 0. The SBCs conti-
nuously check LOAOSbC to take on the value of their SbC number
(I - 3) .
The loader loads the cocje for SBCl from the disk with an
offset(bias) of bOOOH.An ISIS-II system call is used to load
the file LUADl
.
After completion of the loading LOAOSBC is set to l.The loa-
der now waits until LOADSBC becomes again.
SBCl detects the '1' in LOADSBC and starts moving the code
from the temporary storage into on-board memory for which it
was located before by the LOCATE program of ISIS-II.
After completion of the mover LOADSBC is set to and then the
SBC waits for the variable STARTI to become 1.
The loaoer now repeats the orocess for SBC^ and SBC5.
After having loaded all SBCsr the loader stores a 1 in STARTI.
(his is the signal for SbCl to start.
After initializing system aata and the RTC the variables
STARTS and STARTi are set to d and 5 respectively.
This effects the start of the entire system.
The loader issues informative messages on the CRT as it
proceeds through the loading process.
It should be noted that a loading process is not necessary
in a practical application because the program would reside
in Read Only Memory.
- l^ - 5^
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Memory Map
In this section all absolutely locate-l data and code is des-
crioed. Furthermore all PRUM changes of the ShJC monitor are
1 i s t ed
.
AbsoKjte Data
Absolutely located data is necessary for communication between
SbCs and loading and starting of the SBCs.
Absolute system data are located in the region FOOOH - FIEFH,
These data include:
- module status table (MODSTATUS)
- real-time clock (RfC)
- message buffer and message control variables for
external message exchange.
FOOO
• •
F0 17
F018
• •
FOIB
FOIC
FOID
FOIF
FOIF
\F0^0
F0^1
• •
Fl 19
MODSTATUS
KTC
EXTM3GL0CK
EXTMSG
EX fMSGIN
tXfiMSGOUT
NUMtxrySG
EXTLAShMSG
EXTMSGBUFFEf^
Absolute data for loading and starting are located in the
region FIFO - F1F7:
FIFO LOADSBC
FlFl STARTl
FIF^ STARTS
F1F3 STARIi
FlFa
key for the system ooeration (key is OABCDii)
F1F5
Since the snapshot function is implemented with the trap
instruction RSI^^, it is necessary to define the
entrance of the snapshot execution in an absolute location,
fhe entry address is storeo in iO'40H and 5041H,
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Abso 1 ut e Code
Apart from the code for the SBC nnonitor/which is located
absolutely because it resioes in ROM, the interrupt vector
has to be located absolutely.
Ihe interrupt controller is proqrammea to expect the interruot
vector at 300UH with b by t e s/ i n t e
r
rupt ,
Ihe code for iNTu,lNl<:i,II\iIi,irjra and iNTb is moved into the
vector by the loader. Ihe rest of the vector is set in the
start routine (ExSfARF). These are INTI (entry of monitor) and
INT6 (system restart).
INT7 currently is not implemented.
3000
3007
3008
300F
3010
• •
3017
3018
• •
301F
30^0
• •
3027
3028
302F
3030
3037
3 38
• •
303F
CDC inter rupt
'enter SBC monitor' interrupt
R 1 C inter ruot
iNT3 (user interrupt)
INT^ (user interrupt)
INT5 (user interrupt)
'system restart' interrupt
INT7 (not implemented)
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Changes of the SBC Monitor
This section lists and comments the changes of the SbC moni-
tor in PROM.
The monitor needs to be mooified in order to allow the
automatic loading of the system.
At system start the monitor checks
value located in FlFaH.
For operation of operating system
the hexadecimal value ABCD in this
key which is an address
the user has
location. If
to store the
the contents
di f f e rent
mode
.
from this value the monitor wilt operate in normal
1 s
uoou JMP 0/00 Ci 00 07 jumo to 0700H at Rt5£T
0700
070i
070b
0706
0709
070A
070C
070D
0710
0711
07 1 a
0716
071 I
07iA
onu
0/^0
i)7d\
Q12d
07di
072^
0726
0727
072A
072C
072F
0732
073a
073b
073tt
073b
07ao
0742
ozaa
LXi
iMVl
CMP
JNZ
INX
MVI
CMP
JN^:
DI
LXI
MVI
CMP
JNZ
LXI
LXI
LDAX
3TAX
I NX
INX
MVI
CMP
JNC
MVI
STA
LXI
MVI
CMP
JZ
STA
JMP
H,KtY
A,OABH
M
o7ao
H
A,OCDH
M
07ao
H^LOAQSBC
A, SBC
M
0716
B,9000
D,30a2
B
B
B
D
A,OEFH
C
0720
A,0
LOADSBC
H , S T A R T n
A,0
M
73a
SlARln
3oa2
21
3E
BE
C2
23
3E
BE
C2
F3
21
3E
BE
C2
1
1 1
OA
12
03
13
3E
B9
D2
3E
32
21
3E
BE
CA
32
C3
Fa
AB
Fl check key
ao 07
CD
ao 7
FO
no
16
00
a2
20
00
FO
Fn
00
3a
Fn
a2
Fl
07
90
30
Start mon i t or
start monitor
disable interrupts
wait until ready to load
SBC nn
not ready yet
begin of temporary code
begin on-board RAM
move code into own HAM
MVI A,aE
OUT ED
JMP INUST
3E aE
D3 ED
C3 \}^
last byte to be moved
07 cont i nue move
Fl reset LOADSBC
Fl check for start SBC n
07 no start yet
Fl reset STARTn
30 start SBC
replaced monitor
i ns t rue t i ons
03 0000 - 0006
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0^0 DI
ou^l PUSH H
ooa^ PUSH
00^5 PUSH B
002a PUSH PSW
0025 LHLD 30aOH
0026 PCHL
F3
E5
05
C5
F5
2A
E9
au 30
execute snapshot
upon execution of
a RSI^ instruction
save reqisters
address of snapshot
transfer control
- 16 - 58
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Listing of txecutive Data
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Gene ra
1
lot roduc t i on
This manual describes the use of the real-time operating system
for dedicated multi processor micro computers.
The operating system is designed to use INTEL'S sinole board
computers SRCflO/20-a , t he re
f
ore it is assumed that the reader
is familiar with
- single board computer hardware
- PL/M-80
- operating system ISIS-II for INTEL'S MOS.
Abbreviations and Conventions
All numbers in this segment of text are decimal except as
otherwise indicated.
Task - part of the program which handles a specific
function of the system and consists of one or
more procedures
Module - part of the program which consists of one or more
(related) tasks and can be compiled separately
Executive - part of the operating system which contols the
scheduling and execution of tasks
Operat i ng
System - consists of execut i ve / sys t em calls and system data
System - consists of operating system and all integrated
user modu 1 es
SBC - Single Board Computer
MDS - Microcomputer Development System (IiMlEL)
MCB - Message Control Block
RMN - Receiving Module CJ umber
SMN - Sending Module Number
MN - Messaae Number
ML - Message Length
EX - executive^ module number in SBC l/<?/3
LP - line printer modu 1 e / modu 1 e number in SPC l/c!/3
CS - CRT module^ module number in SBC l/<?/5
DB - debug module^ module number in SBC l/^/i
OO/UB/lo
05/13/^1
ob/\^/^^
07/\b/^l
RTC - Real Time Clock
CDC - Count Down Clock
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Facilities of the Uoeratinc Syst em
The ooeratinq system is specifically desiqned to control
complex real-time environments.
In order to meet these requirements the operating system
prov ides:
- priority task schedulina
- communication between modules
- time dependent (periodic) scheduling of tasks
- real-time clock and count down clock
- syst em mon i t o r
- commonly needed functions in form of system calls
- interrupt handling.
The operating system is able to control all possible SBC hard-
ware configurations. INTEL'S multibus system can handle up to
lb master con t ro 1 1 e r /
t
heore t i ca 1 1 y all SBCs.
Code in memory may be shared by several SBCs^ however^ care
should be taken that there is no interference with data access.
By simply keeping all data in on-board memory no data conflicts
can occur ,
For efficiency reasons the executive and time critical func-
tions should be kept in on-board memory^ whereas the code of
the system calls can be located in common memory where it can
be shared ,
A module can take on the identities of several modules.
The body of the module is shared in common memory. The kernel
of the moduler i.e. the entry for real-time message^is special in
each SBC as expressed by different module numbers.
Communication between modules allow the sending of messages
from a module to another module» regardless of where these
modules are located.
Since message between SBCs as well as code executed from common
memory make use of the system bus the actual distribution of
the modules in the entire computer system should be such that
system bus access is minimized.
All executives in the SBCs are identical the binding of an
executive to the host SBC takes place during the compile with
two compile oaremeters: numoer of SBC and module number of
first module in the SBC.
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System Organization
Modu 1 ar St rue t ure
The ooeratinq system supports a strictly modular structure.
Modules are integral oarts of the overall system which usu-
ally handle a soecific task or a group of related tasks.
This organization not only eases program oevelopment and
maintenance it also allows easy-t o- i mo 1 emen t changes of the
system.
The links between a module and the, rest of the system are
the system data and the entry for real-time messages of the
modul e
.
These links require
- the inclusion
modu 1 e
of system data in the compilation of
- the marking of the message entry procedure as a PUBLIC
procedure and a predefined name to allow access by
the executive.
The example of a complete user module is given in Section 9.
A module has a unique number which is used to identify it
in the system.
The number of a module depends on the number of the SBC which
hosts the module. Each SBC can have a maximum of 8 modules
(0-73, e.g. module 3 in SBC 2 has the module number 11,
The lowest module number in each SBC is reserved for the
executive. Implementing the executive as a module allows
user modules to send message to the executive.
Each possible module in the system has a reserved byte
in the system table MODSTATUS. This table contains the status
of all modules. If the entry is for a module the module
is not existent,
MODSTATUS is updated with the system call UPDSTAT
( see Sec t i on 6,12),
Each module is in one of three states: nonexistent* existent
or ac t i va t ed
,
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Priority Tasks
Priority tasks consists of one or more procedures with one
entry procedure. The call of this procedure can oe scheduled.
A scheduled priority task vv i 1 1 be considered by the execu-
tive as soon as the processor becomes available.
Usually the process of an interrupt is implemented as a priority
task where the scheduling is done in the interrupt procedure.
In connection with priority tasks there are four related
system calls: PRIURITY, PHiORITYINT, ENTtRPf^IOR and REMPKIOP
(see Section 6 for formats).
A priority task has to be entered into the list of priority
calls prior to its first schedulinq. This is done with the
system call ENTERPRIOK. ENTERPRIOR returns an inoex which is
used to schedule a call of the task (PRIURITY or PRIORITYINT)
or remove the task from the priority list (REMPRIORJ.
PRIURITYINT ana PRIORITY perform the same function, however/
PRIORITY may not be called from an interrupt proceaure and
vice versa. This prevents erroneous program action in the
case that the processor is interrupted while executing the
priority scheduling system call.
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Communication Between Modules
Since modules are separate and independent parts of the
system, the operating system has to provide a function which
allows the modules to communicate with each other.
This communication takes place in form of a message exchange.
Messages are sent and received oy modules and the sender
and receiver are identifiea by their module numbers.
A message consists of a message control block (MCB) ana, if
necessary, data bytes.
The MCB has a length of ^ bytes and the following structure:
***********
* RMN *
***********
* S M N *
***********
* MN *
***********
* ML *
***********
Receiving Module Number
Sending Module Number
Message Number
Nessaqe Length
The MN is an agr e e d uoon number between sender ana receiver
of the message in order to identify the meaning of the message.
ML determines the total number of bytes of the message
(MCB + data bytes) and has a minimum value of ^ (message without
data bytes ) .
A message is sent with the system call SEND. This routine reguires
the address of the first byte of the MCB to be passed to it.
SEND returns a 'TRUE' if the message has been sent and a 'F-ALSE'
otherwise. The latter can happen when the receiving module is
not activated or not existent.
If the message has been sent, data bytes may be stored in the vec-
tor MSGDATA, SEND has reserved space for as many data bytes as
indicated by ML in the MCR.
In the case that more data bytes than specified are written
into MSGDATA they will be aisregarded.
The message is inserted into a circular FIFO list.
The executive checks the top of the list and transfers control
to the message entry of the module specified by RMN in the MCB.
Prior to calling the module the message to be processed is set
into the vectors MSG and MSGDAIA to allow access by the pro-
cessing modu 1 e
.
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Time Dependent (Periodic) Scheduling of Tasks
A common requirement of real-time applications is the time
dependent execution of taskSf e.g. a display has to be up-
dated every two seconds or a orocess has to be triggered
once after a certain amount of time has elapsed.
The operating system orovioes the functions for executing
tasks of this kinci.
The time deoendent scheduling of tasks is implemented with
three system calls; FERACT, PERChG and PERSUSP (see Section 6
for f o rma t s ) .
A procedure can be entered into the list of periodic tasks
by calling PERACT and passing 2 parameters: the address of
the procedure entry and the time interval.
PERACT returns an index which identifies the task in the
system calls PERCHG and PERSUSP.
The time interval can be changed with the system call PERCHG
and a periodic task can be removed from the list with a call
of PERSUSP.
The executive continously checks the list of periodic tasks
and calls the respective procedure when the specified time
is less than or equal to the value in the real-time clock.
Background Tasks
In order to utilize the processor in case that no prio-
rity call is scheduled* no message is to be to processed and no
periodic call is necessary* background tasks can be called
by the executive.
Typically* not time dependent hardware checks are performed
as a background tasks on a time slice basis.
InterruDt handling
All interrupts are handled by the operating system.
User interrupts currently can be activated on three
INT5* INTa and 1NT5.
eve 1 s :
An interrupt is activated with the system call ENTERINT,
Parameters for this system call are the requested interruot
level and the index of the priority task to be scheduled upon
occurrence of the interrupt.
An activated interrupt can be de-activated with the system call
REMINT.
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System Data
The set of EXTERNAL system data declarations as listed in
Section 11 has to be incluaed in the comoilation of a module.
The PUBLIC definitions of the same data are compiled to-
gether with the executive.
Care should be taken in the use of the system work variables.
Since all modules are allowed to use them (except in interrupt
routines) their contents is not preserved from one call
to the next.
fcxecu t i ve
' This section describes the function of the executive and
the interface between executive and user module.
The executive of the operating system is a program
loop which checks for pending tasks on ^ levels:
- priority tasks
- messages to be processed
- periodic tasks
- background tasks.
The executive only proceeds to the next lower level if no
task is pending at the current or a higher level.
The only link between the executive and a user module is the
message entry of the module.
The executive is compiled with all possible message entries
declared as EXTERNAL orocedures while the respective PUBLIC
declaration is part of the module.
During the linking orocess of ISI3-II the two declarations
are matched and the ececutive can call the message entry of
the module at system start. It is up to the module to initi-
alize itself/ enter priority calls/ activate periodic calls
and set its own status.
Prior to calling a module's message entry/ the executive 'sets'
the message into the based vectors MSG and MSGOATA where MSG
contains the MCB and MSGQATA the data bytes/ if any.
Each SBC runs its own/ identical executive. Ihe only
difference between the ececutives is the module number.
- q -
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Syst em Calls
This section describes forrrat and function of the system
ca 1 Is,
All system calls are qivenin the form
NAMt TYPE (oarameter list).
A TYPE included after the name means that the system call
returns a value of the indicated type.
An/Bn in the oarameter list indicate address/byte values.
ENTtRPRIOK
Format
Input
Out out
Func t i on
ENTERPRIOR BYTE (Al)
Al - address of priority proceaure
. index of the oriority task
(may be used for scheduling and removing the
task)
• FF if the task could not be entered into the
list of priority tasks (overflow)
The indicated priority procedure is entered into
the list of priority tasks. The index to this list
is returned. The list can hold up to 8 tasks/SBC.
PRIURITYIiMT/PRlORI TY
Format : PR I OR I T Y I NT /PR i OR I T Y (Bl)
Input : Bl - index of priority task
Function : A single call of the indicated priority proce-
dure is initiated by the executive. The call
occurs as soon as the CPU becomes available.
Remarks : PRIORITYINT is to be called from interrupt proce-
dures only and PRIORITY is not to be called from
interrupt procedures!
Prior to scheduling a priority task it has to be
entered with ENTERPRIOR/ otherwise erroneous pro'
gram action will occur.
- 10 -
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REMPRTOR
Format
Input
Func t i on
REMPKIUR (Bl
)
til - index of priority task
The indicated priority task is removed from the
list of priority tasks and can no longer be
schedu 1 ed
.
SEND
Format
Input
Output
Function
SEND BYTE (Al)
Al - address of first byte of MCB
TRUE if message sent
FALSE otherwise
MSGOATA is set to contain the data bytes of the
message
.
A message is sent to another module with this
system call.
If the output is TRUE the message is sent and the
data bytes can be written into MSGDATA, if any.
If the output is FALSE the message could not be sent
This may be caused by a not activated receiving
module or an overflow in the system's message buffer
PERACT
Format
Input
Output
F u n c t ion
Remark
PERACT BYTE (A1,A2)
Al - address of entry procedure for periodic task
A3 - address of first byte of time interval
(The time interval is expected to be in R1C
format .
)
. index of periodic task
. FF if task could not be activated because of an
overflow in the list
The call of the indicated periodic task is activa-
ted with the inout time interval.
The task is called as soon as possible and from
then on with the time given interval.
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PERCHG
Format
Input
Func t i on
Rema r k
PERCHG (B1,A1)
Bl - index of periocJic task
Al - address of first byte of time interval (in RTC
format )
The time interval of the oeriodic task is changed.
The periodic task is called next at RTC + new
t i me interval .
PERSUSP
Format
Input
Func t i on
PERSUSP (Bl)
81 - index of periodic task
The periodic task is removed from the list of per'
iodic tasks ana is not called any more.
ACTIVATE
Format :
Input :
Output :
Func t i on :
ACTIVATE BYTE (81, B2)
Bl - number of module to be activated
B2 - number of calling module
FALSE if module to be activated does not exist or
calling module not authorized
TRUE ot he rw i se
The indicated module is to be activated.
The module receives a 'restart' message to indicate
that it has to reinitialize itself.
ACTIVE
Fo rma t
Input
Output
F unc t i on :
ACTIVE BYTE (Bl)
Bl - module number
TRUE if the indicated module is active
F ALSE otherwise
The system call checks the status of the input
module and returns a TRUE if the module is active
' \2 -
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SUSPEND
Format
Input
Outout
F u n C t ion
SUSPEND BYTE (tiWB?)
Bl - number of rno'^ule to be suspended
Q2 - number of callinq moflule
FALSE if the module cannot be suspended or- callinq
module not authorized
TRUE otherwise
The indicated module receives a 'suspend' message.
Its status is changed from 'active' to 'existent*.
PROCADR
Format
Output
Func t i on
Remark
PROCADR ADDRESS
first address of callinq procedure
This system call is used to determine the location
of a procedure at run time.
Since PROCADR examines the system stacks it only
returns a correct value if called with the
following sequence of code:
XYZ: PROCEDURE?
IF FLAG = THEN
DO;
XYZADR = PROCADR;
FLAG = l;
return;
end;
procedure body
END XYZ;
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UPOSTAT
Format
Input
Func t i on
Remark
UPDSTAT (B1,B?)
Bl
B^
- modu 1 e nurrbe r
status
bi t
bit 1
bit 2
bi t 3 ;
- module does not exist
1 - module exists
- module not acticated
1 - module activated
- module may not be suspended
1 - module may be suspended
- module not authorized to
suspend/activate others
1 - module authorized to suspend/
activate others
The current status of module Bl is replaced by B2
The status of a module has to be set when the
module receives the 'start' message in order to
change its status from 'not existent' to 'exis-
tent' or 'activated'.
CLEARDATA
Format
Input
CLEARDATA (A1,A2)
Al - address of first byte
A2 - address of last byte
Function : Clear data from Al to A^,
BIT
Format
Input
Output
BIT BYTE (B1,B2)
B 1 - numbe r of bit
B2 - byte to be checked
TRUE if bit Bl in R2 is set
FALSE otherwise
CLEARBIT
Format
Input
CLEARBIT (BUAl)
B 1 - numbe r of bit
Al - address of a memory location
Function ; Bit Bl in memory location Al is set to
- la -
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SETBir
Format
Input
SEFB IT (BWAl)
B 1 - nunnbe r of bit
Al - address of memory location
Function : Bit Bl in memory location Al is set to 1
SEKDC
Format
Input
Output
SETCDC BYTE iM,A2)
Al - time interval (LSB = 1.86 micro sec)
A2 - address to be called at CDC interrupt
FALSE if CDC already activated
TRUE otherwise
ILLEGALMSG
Format : ILLEGALMSG
Function : Process undefined message for a module.
An asynchronous message giving the MCB of the unde-
fined message is initiated at the CRT.
The undefined message is tal^en out of common vector
MSG.
ENTERINT
Format
Input
Output
F u n c t ion
ENTERINT BYTE (B1,B2)
Bl - interrupt level
B2 - index of priority task.
FALSE if same interrupt already occupied
TRUE otherwise
The interrupt on level Bl is enabled.
Upon occurrence of the interrupt the call of priority
task with index Qd is scheduled.
REMINT
Format
Input
Func t i on
REMINT (Bl)
Bl - interrupt level
The enabled interrupt on level Bl is disabled
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System Mon i t or
The system monitor is imolemented as a system call and may be
called when an internal error condition occurs^ program
limits are exceeded etc.
The system monitor generates an 'asynchronous outout' message
to a CRT module to indicate nature and location of the special
cond i t i on .
Format : CALL SYSMON (A1,B1,B2);
Al any address value
81 and Q2 are any byte values
The generated asynchronous CRT output has the following format
*** SYSTEM MONITOR : XXXX YY Zl
where XXXX
YY
ZZ
(Al )
(Bl )
It is recommended to set Al to the stack pointer when calling
the system monitor. In this case the displayed value XXXX will
point to the memory location from where the system monitor
was ca 1 led.
Bl and B2 can be used to further specify the condition.
Up to now the system monitor is called with Bl representing
the module number and B? a specification within the module.
Bl Q2. Condi t i on
1
i
3
a
5
6
7
internal message buffer overflow
priority list overflow
periodic list overflow
use of illegal periodic index
use of illegal priority index
external message buffer overflow
double occupation of interrupt level
line printer output buffer overflow
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Real-time Clock and Count Down Clock
The operating svtem provides two system clocks:
Real -t ime CI ock (RTC3 :
The HTC is a public ^ byte vector. The least significant
byte i s RTC(3) .
The value of the least significant bit is 1 millisecond.
MaxifTum time value is 4^9^967 sec = 71S8c? min = 1195 hrs
= approx , 50 day s
.
The RIC is located in common memory and updated by SBC 1.
Count Down CI ock (COO :
The operating system provides a CDC for each SBC,
The CDC can be activated by any module with the system
call SETCDC.
The CDC has a length of two bytes and the least signifi-
cant bit is 1-86 micro sec.
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System Loader and System Start
The system is startea automatically after the loading is
comp 1 et ed
.
To load and start the system the following steos have to be
per formed *
- RESET and load ISIS-II
- enter monitor and change locations FlFa and F1F5 to
OABH and OCDH respectively
- RESET and load ISIS-II
- load and execute the loader by typing 'LOADER'
- the loader issues informative messages as it proceeds in
the loading process.
The loader expects the code to be loaded into the SBCs to be in
the files LUAD1,L0AD2 and L0A05 respectively.
These files are read from aisk drive 0,
In case a file cannot be foundr a warning message is typed and
and the loading process continued.
The loader terminates if file LOADl cannot be found because the
system cannot be started without SBCl in this configuration.
(In a general application* howeverr any number of SBCs can be
loaded and started in any seguence.)
It should be noted that in a practical application of
the operating system the on-board code would reside in ROM.
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Examole of a User Module
This section describes an example of a typical user module.
The example is given in form of a source listing in PL/M-80
I to be compiled under ISIS-II.
DtMO: DO;
$INCLUDE(;F1:SYDATE.SRC)
/* include external definitions of system data */
/*
************************************************************
**
**
*/
OCL
DEMO SUBSTITUTIONS
DM LIT 'Oi', /* module number of OEMQ */
ENDSU8ST LIT '0';
/*
************************************************************
* *
DEMO VARIABLE DATA**
*/
DCL VARDATABEG BYTE,
(DMPERXrDMPRIORX) BYTE,
/* storage for DM periodic and priority
indices*/
(DMPERFLrDMPRIORFL) BYTE,
/* flags controlling execution of DMPER
and OMPRIOR */
(DMPERADRfDMPRIORADR) ADDRESS,
/* storage for entry addresses of periodic
and priority procedures */
VARDATAEND BYTE;
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/*
******************************************************************
**
** DEMO CONSTANT DATA
*/
DCL DMTIMEINT (a) BYTE INITIAL ( , , i , 0E8H )
,
/* time interval for DM periodic : ^ sec */
DMMSG (a) BYTE INITIAL (a, DM, 10,7),
/* MCB for message to module ^ */
DMtNDCONST BYTE;
$INCLUDE( :F1 rSCExT.SRC)
/* include external definitions of system calls */
/*
************************************************************
* *
** DEMO UTILITY ROUTINES
*/
DMuTi: procedure;
END DMUTi;
DMUTn: procedure;
END DMUTn;
/*
************************************************************
* *
DEMO PRIORITY PROCEOURE(S)**
*/
DMPRIOR: PROCEDURE;
IF DMPRIORFL = THEN
/* first call, find entry address of DMPRIOR */
DO;
D^PRIORADR = PROCADR;
DMPRIORFL = i;
return;
end;
END DMPRIOR;
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/*
OfMO PERIODIC PROCEOIJRE(S)**
*/
DMPER: procedure;
IF DMPERFL = THEN
/* first callffind entry address of DMPER */
do;
DMPERADR = PROCADR;
DMPERFL = i;
return;
end;
/*
*******
**
**
*/
dmstart
end dmper;
****************************************************
DEMO START PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE;
CALL CLEARDATA( .VARDATA8EG, .
V
ARDA T AEND )
;
/* clear variable data */
CALL DMPRIOR;
CALL DMPER;
/* determine entry addresses of procedures */
DMPRIORX = ENTERPRIOR(DMPRIORADR) ;
/* enter priority call of DMPRIOR */
DMPERX = PERACKDMPERADR, .DMTIMEINT (0) ) ;
/* activate oeriodic call of DMPER */
CALL UPDSTAT(DM,5) ;
/* set module's status
3 - existent and activated */
IF NOT SEND( .DMMSG(O) ) THEN REIURN;
/* send demo message to module 4 with data
bytes 0,1,2 */
DO Bl = TO c;
MSGDATA(Bl) = Bl;
end;
END DMSTARr;
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/*
************************************************************
**
*/
MSGENT03
DEMO REALTIME N'ESSAGE ENTRY
PROCEDURE PUBLIC;
IF MSG(MN) = THEN
/* start messaqe */
DO;
call dmstart;
return;
end;
/* process of other defined real-time messaqe */
END MSGENT05;
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Listing of System Data
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1
1- h-l H-
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1
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•X I.M LLi u: h- __i * iJL X Cl ^ D. ^
f- u D in. > CD * h- a CD
u'l u: lL _i Cu UJ * UJ I.M UJ w UJ Oj
O UJ * 1- 1- i^ \- IE
u. u. UJ /••. * > -J > ->•
(—1 t—
1
H- u. t CL * Dil X \£i t- ih ilj
;»- o %^/ O * 21 Ct -T
UJ III U. * ."% Cf /*•* X ,^.. LU
01 UJ ^ CD * tT UJ 1- H- t Q.
-J D !^ U1 Q m * ^-' * 1- •'^ i/i *_' 01
I li: N. i/i * tX X 22 * O '-: * Q X z "••. H * U "••. u:' * _i
U. H- * 5 "•-.. 21 * --: Z * *
*
21 -< * -T '••. ct; * Z X 01
^ , ,1 i^ jCv j^
H CD * W U'l U'l
UJ * > > >
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-J -J * * -1
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* *
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* * I—
* * CL UJ
* * in H
^ * U. Lm
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* * CQ
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* * I/I o J UJ
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;( * _J _l h- UJ UJ f~i _i
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* * ^ f.J o o —
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i^ * * Q. _• UJ UJ Cl h- "•.;" UJ H H .n
u-i * * U >_' ili Cl Cl Cl UJ LU UJ ':•:* UJ LL I.M
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rH f.J CJ H CJ H Ci H CJ
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I
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CJ LU Q I/l HH -:» Cl CJ 2^ z O 1- Z
UJ Q 2r in LU LU lL /% Ct: 2[ H »-• o Cl .-•. UJ I/l X -^
I "Z I/I X li; Lt: ^ CJ Ct: u. U. Li: X -J y ^ CJ Ct: u. u. 21 Ct: _i
H a LU h- o H 0. ~t o O D a: -1 .^ •H LL Ct: u u Ct: UJ _J
i/i I/I u; LU 0. CJ H- LU X Ct: LU Cl . —1 D u. X
Ln Z ^ ill U. X h- ^.• H Ct: Ct: LU Cl u o H ^.•' H u Ct: Ct: K o o
2^ u: Cj o f- i/i li. 'X LU LU Ct: u X Cl Ul UJ U
t-i LU -J <r 1— .^ LU ^••* CO CD 1 !;• LU *-•* X CO Q Ct: 1 1
r X H- LU Ll ':•:• Ci Lt: LU ii. ^ LU 1 HH Ct: z TT
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"T Cl X ^H lU Cj Ct: X ^ 5 X LU I/l O ill Ct; -:» i; 21 2 U L<-|
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o o o Q _j 1— 1 1 1—
1
Ct: X O -J Cl 1 1 Cl Ct: X
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-J
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I
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>
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D
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.
o D UJ X
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UJ
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Ct UJ
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1
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I
H C-.J -. ~y
L.' uJ CL ^ _J _J LL .••\ Cj U. u. Cl UJ LU 1—
1
u.
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1
U'l D D CJ 1-1 O o I/I 1- oH ;k Lti 2 ^ Cj Cl H Cl (—1 XI H 2>- HH o
Ctl ••\ Cl LU UJ u: o o Q. ^ Ct; u-i I/I Cl: Cl Cu H H-l Lm
o Cj V I UJ D ZI ^ .. H UJ U"i U"i t .. V Cj U-|2 H H _l H UJ Cl Cl UJ UJ f- H H UJ !_' UJ
Ui Ui LL UJ D UJ 1 1 > Ui •_' •¥ Ct! UJ O UJ CL X HH li:
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UJ
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Q
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I
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X
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UJ
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UJ
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_• oC UJ
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o
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o
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UJ
UJ
X
UJ
H UJ Z
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LL D
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HH UJ H
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> CL
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Ct;
O
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o
UJ
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Ct;
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UJ UJ
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Ct;
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UJ
UJ
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Cl
-.' LU
Ct;
UJ X
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UJ
UJ
Ct:
Dd
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Cl.
>
i-t
O
Ct;
CL X
Ul
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o
_J H
_l I-<
X Ct;
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u
Q
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J-
l-H
o
Cl
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ij'i Cl
U
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G
UJ H X
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LL
O
I—
I
Ct;
Ul
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X
UJ
>••
UJ
H
Cl
UJ
Ct;
-I
UJ
LU
Z H
Cl l-
LU t~i
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o; UJ •-'
LL I— Ct;
> Cl
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>
I_l
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_J
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Cl Cl
Ct;
UJ
o
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o
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UJ
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tH
UJ
<J
(T
Q.
1-4
-1
>
CtO
1—
t
Q.
O
u-i
UJ
_l
•-
UJ
UJ
h-
J i-'i
•Z Cl
ct: .. u; •-; i^ ^J UJ C-.J Lm "?"
U- J o _J Cx Cl H- Cl UJ ^ C-.J
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1
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1
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1
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Ui Cl' ZI •' UJ K »- ^-•* UJ CD UJ ••_•• U CD H V- LU
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-J o 1 a; _J ol: _l CC ct: _i r "i -J CL _J
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Genera 1
I
Introduction
The imDiemented debug functions ere specifically designed
to ease the debugging of user modules running under the
control of the real-time operating system without interference
with the operation of the system.
Since the debug module (l)BJ is a user module itself* the functions
are available only if this module is integrated into the system.
i
The debug module communicates with the user using the CRT*
therefore the integration of the CRT module (CS) is also
necessary .
If the user wishes to obtain hard copies of the debugging
resultSf the line printer module (LP) has to be integrated/ too.
\
Inputs at the CRT are terminated with the RETURN key.
The line editing functions of the CS module can be used.
Abbreviations and Conventions
All inputs and outputs of the debug functions are in the hexa-
decimal number system.
Numbers in this text are decimal* hexadecimal numbers are trailed
by the let ter 'H'
.
DB - module identification of debug module
CS - module identification of CRT module
LP - module identification of line printer module
RMN - receiving module number
SMN - sending module number
MN - message number
ML - message length
MCB - message control block
MCB consists of 4 bytes:
RMN
SMN
KiN
ML
SRC - single board computer
hard copy - printer output of debug function
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Initiation of the Debug Moce
The debug mode is entered with the input of 'Control-0' at the
CRT keyboard. The debug mooule^ if integrated^ responds with
'DEBUG CPTR:' and expects the input of the number of the SbC
which the user wishes to debug.
Depending on the input the following system reactions are
poss i b 1 e :
- SBC number not specified:
A •?• is typed and 'DEBUG CPTR:' is repeated.
- Reguested SRC is not activated:
'CPTR NOT ACTIVATED, DEBUG TERMINATED' is typed and the
debug mode is left.
- Reguested SBC already debugged from another SBC:
•CPTR ALREADr DEBUGGED , DEBUG TERMINATED' is typed and the
debug mode is left.
- Input accepted:
The systenn responds with a new line and the prompt charac-
ter of the debug function '>'.
Now any of the debug commands described in Section 3 may be
ent ered
.
Use of the Debug Functions
In this section the inputs and outputs of all debug functions
are desc r i bed
.
Furthermorer some hints for the usage are given.
In the following description, system outputs are given prefaced
by: 'SYSTEM OUTPUTS' .
Debug commands are prompteo with '>'.
If a debug command reguires more than 1 input, these commands are
pronnpt ed with ' : ' .
Illegal inputs are reported with the output of '?'.
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Inspect and Change
This function allows the display of byte and address values and
is invoked by 'A' (for address) or '6' (for byteJ.
The 'C' command allows the change of the address or byte value
di spl ayed last.
Address inspection:
>A XXXXcr 'AXXXX : YYYY
>•
Note: The contents of the address value is displayed
in the format a user would read it. The internal
representation in memory is in the reverse byte form.
Byte i nspec t i on :
>B XXXXcr 'BXXXX : YY
> •
Change of contents:
>A XXXXcp
>'CZZZZcr
> •
•AXXXX
• AXXXX
YYYY
ZZZZ
>B XXXXcr 'BXXXX : YY
>'CZZcr 'BXXXX : ZZ
> •
Note: A change command can be repeated^ it always refers
to the last inspected memory location (address or
byte) ,
The change command is only legal following an in-
spect command.
The input of address values is in user readable
format and not in internal machine representation.
Note: If the last command has been 'A', 'B* or 'C' then the
input of RETURN only will display the next byte or address
value.
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Memory Dump
With this function the user can display a contiguous portion
of memory specified by a begin and end address.
The dump allows the display of either byte or aadress values.
The range of the dump can be specified in 2 different ways;
DBXXXX,Z or UBXXXX-YYYY
where XXXX is the begin address
YYYY is the end adaress
Z is the number of values to be dumped
Dump of byte values:
OBXXXX,Zcr
•BXXXX : VV VV VV VV ... (up to 16 byte values/row)'
Dump of address values:
DAXXXX,Zcr
•AXXXX : WW WW WW ... (up to 8 address values/row)'
Snapshot
This function allows the display ('snapshot') of
- CPU reg i s t e r s/ f 1 ags
- up to lb/3? contiguous address/byte memory locations
- independently specified address or byte memory locations
before the execution of a specified instruction.
Fur t hermore r t he taking of the snapshot can be conditional in
the sense that a specified memory location has to have a speci-
fied value at the time of the snapshot.
The taking of the snapshot and the display of the results do
not influence the operation of the system.
The snapshot remains activated until terminated as described
in Section 4. The function is executed each time the speci-
fied snapshot instruction is executed.
Note: Because of the snapshot method of inserting a trap instruc
tion it is not possible to activate a snapshot in a ROM
section of the program.
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Input format :
S XXXX parameter list cr
where 'S' is the debug command and XXXX the address
of the first byte of the snapshot instruction.
Note: If the snaoshot address is not set to the first
byte of an instruction/ an erroneous program
action may occur .
The parameter list can be any combination of the
following i nput s
:
- R
This parameter requests the display of all CPU
registers ana flags.
- D
This parameter specifies a contiguous region in
memory whose contents at the time of the snapshot
is to be displayed. The format of the parameter is
identical to the debug function 'dump' described
in Section 3.?.
The region to be ciumped is limited to 10H/20H
address/byte values.
A or B
These parameters have the form AXXXX or BXXXX
and cause the display of address/byte value at
location XXXX respectively, A maximum of S loca-
tions/ either address or byte/ can be specified.
- M
This parameter has the format
MXXXX-YY
where XXXX is a byte location in memory and YY the
specified contents.
If this condition is set and the contents of XXXX
is not YY/ then the snapshot is not taken.
This feature allows to check the state of
the system at a specified iteration of a loop
(M parameter is the index variable) or to monitor
the occurence of a specified input to the system.
- fa
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Output format :
The snaoshot function has no outputs until the specified
instruction is executea.
If no parameter was specified in the 'S' command then only
the standard output occurs:
•SNAPSHOT AT XXXX : YY YY YY'
where XXXX is the snapshot address and
YY YY YY is the snapshot instruction (max 3 bytes)
The output initiated by the parameters is self-explanatory.
If during the output processing of the snapshot results
another snapshot occurs/ it will be suppressed . The number
of suppressed snapshots is tyoed.
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Message Simulation
This function allows the generation of real-time messages and
is useful to trigger processes for which the initiating
module is not integrated or the initiating inout is not
avai 1 ab 1 e .
After the input of the debug command 'MS', the function prompts
the user for inputs in order to construct the message to be
simulated.
The input format is shown by the following example.
Input f o rmat :
>MScr
•HMN:'l7cr 'SMNr'Scr 'MNrMOcr ' ML :'facr
•DATA BYTES: ' lOcr ' : '^Ocr
•MSG SENT
The above commands would cause the sending of a message
with the receiving module number 17H, the sending module
number 8, message number lOH, message length 6 with two data
bytes lOH and ^OH.
The minimum message length is ^ (length of MCB),
Maximum message length is 2^H: MCB and 20H data bytes.
The input of data bytes is promoted automatically depending
on the specified message length. The message is sent as soon
as the input is completed.
After the prompt symbol reaoears the same message can be
repeated with the input of the RETURN key only.
In the case of an illegal input during the input of the
message, the same (wrong) input is prompted again.
If the specified message cannot be sent by the system
because the receiving module is not activated, then
•MSG NOT SEND' is typeo.
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Message Extraction
This function allows the interception of any specified real-time
messaqe at any time.
The user can specify any combination of RMN^SMN^MN ana ML.
If the specified message is to be processed by the receiving
modulerthe message (including data bytes; is typed on the CRT.
The input/outout formats are illustrated with the following
examp 1 e .
Input format :
>MXc r
•RMN:M7cr 'SMNrMOcr 'MNr'cr ' ML : ' c r
An input reauest answered with the input of RETURN only
has the meaning of 'not specified'. In the above example
all messages from module 10 H to module 17H are extracted
because MN and ML are not specified and can take on every
va 1 ue
.
Output format :
•RMI\i: 17 SMN: 10 MN; 11 ML: 16 DATA:
VV VV
(up to lb bytes/line)
Periodic Inspect/Dump
This feature repeats the output of an 'inspect' or 'dump'
function at maximum system speed and allows therefore a con-
tinuous 'look' into memory in order to observe changes of vari-
ablesf status bits etc.
These functions are initiated by the same commands described in
Section 3.1 and 3.2 with the difference that they are preceded
by the letter 'P' (for periodic).
Examp 1 es
:
PDBXXXX,ZZcr
PDAXXXXcr
Note: The number of values to be dumped by the periodic dump
is restricted to lOH/POH address/byte values.
A larger range is cut down to this maximum length by the
debug f unc t i on
,
'Maximum system speed' is ususally determined by the speed of the
output med i a .
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Hard Copy
This function allows the user to obtain hard copies of the
debugging results.
If a hard copy is requesteo/the outputs of
[
- memory inspection
I
- memory dump
- snapshot
- message extraction
- periodic functions
are directed to the line printer.
The user may switch at any time between the CRT and line printer
output .
Default output device is the CRT.
Input format :
>Hcr
The first 'H' command switches output to the line printer^the
next 'H' command switches back to CRT and so forth.
If output is switched to the line printeCfthe print head is
positioned at the top of a new page.
In case the line printer is not connected properly/an
asynchronous message 'LINE PRINTER NOT CONNECTED' is typed
on the CRT and the 'H' command is disregarded.
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Ternnination of a Debug Function
A selected debua function terminates in 3 different ways:
a) The function terminates itself after the inspection of a
memory location. In this case the system shows the
prompt character '>'.
b) If a debug function requires more than I input or is
executed pe r i od i c a 1 I y » i t can be terminated with the
input of 'Control-T' at any time* The system responds
with the prompt character.
c) At any time within the debug mode the CRT interruption
'Control-I' can be used to disconnect the debug module
from the CRT. In this caser however^ not only the currently
activated debug function is stopped^the debug mode is
terminated as well.
The only system reaction is the positioning of the cursor
to the beginning of a new line.
Termination of Debug Mode
The debug mode can be terminated in 2 different ways:
a) Use of the debug command 'T'.
This input can be made when the orompt character is dis-
played and a regular command is expected.
The system responds with 'DEBUG TERMIlMAThD' and leaves
the debug mode.
b) At any time the procedure decribed in ^ c) can be used.
- 11 -
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Summary c^ OebuQ Commands
Debug Func t i ons :
A - inspect address value
B - inspect byte value
C - change address or byte value
D - memo r y dump
H - hardcopy
MS - message simulation
MX - message extraction
P - inspect/dump in periodic mode
S - snapshot
T - terminate debug mode
Other Debug Inputs:
Contro1-D - initiate debug mode
Control-T - terminate debug function
Control-I - CRT interruption (terminates debug mode)
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Genera 1
Int roduc t i on
The debug module (module i aen t i f i ca t i on : 08) allows the
debuqqinq of all modules in all sinqle board computers under
real-time conditions.
This means that the use of a debua function does not influence
the operation of the system.
Since each sinqle board computer has its own kernel of the
debuq module^ it is possible that several users debug different
program parts at the same time.
There are no special requirements for the integration of DB
except that at least one CRT module has to be integrated/ too.
The CRT and the line printer are the I/O media of the debug
module. Real-time messages are used to communicate with the
respective modules.
Abbreviations and Conventions
All numbers in this segment of text are decimal except as
indicated otherwise.
SBC - single board computer
MCB - message control block
RMN - receiving module number
SMN - sending module number
MN - message number
ML - message length
CS - CRT module/ module number in SRC 1/2/3 : 06/14/22
EX - executive, module number in SBC 1/2/3 : 00/08/16
DB - debug module/ module number in SBC 1/2/3 : 07/15/23
LP - line printer module, module number in SBC 1/2/3 : 05/13/21
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Facilities of the Debug Moaule
The debuq module offers the following debug functions under
real-time conditions:
- inspection and change of byte and aodress values
- memory dump of byte and address values
- snaoshot with
. req i s t e r dump
. dump of specifiec single memory locations
. dump of one contiguous region of memory
. specified condition
- message simulation
- message extraction
- periodic inspection/dump
- choice between CRT and line printer output
Module Organization
Because of its size the DB module has been split up into
9 parts in order to ease program development and program main-
tenance under the ISIS-II operating system.
The single parts of D3 are program modules in the sense of
PL/M-80 and ISIS-II.
Each of the 9 parts has a seperate source file while the object
code is kept in one object library which represents the object
code of the DB module.
In the following the parts of DB are described briefly:
DBMODl: This part is the entry for real-time messages in DB.
It also includes the PUBLIC definitions of all DB data
and the START procedure.
0BNi0D2: This part processes all input messages from the CRT module
It
- performs the initialization of the debug mode
- relays debug requests to responsible debug modules
in other SBC's if necessary
- distributes oebug inputs and messages to the
respective debug function.
The program and data organization of DBMUD2 allows easy
to implement additions to the debug functions.
- 4 -
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DBM0D3: Memory inspection and change
DBMOD^: Memory dump
DBM0D5: Snapshot
DBM0D6: Message simulation and extraction
DBM007: System test
DBM0D8: D^^ utility routines
DBM0D9: DB utility routines
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Input Real-time Messages
DB obtains all inputs from the CRT module.
The format of the debug inputs is described in the user's
manual for the debug functions.
In this section the format and contents of all input messaaes
is described. The respective process can be found in Section
3.7.
Start
RMN :: DB
SMN : EX
MN :: 00
ML :: Oa
This message informs 08 that the system has been started
Input Text from CRT
RMN : 08
SMN : CS
MN : 20
ML
OATAO-
DATAn : ASCII input characters
depends on length of input text
This message transmits input text from the CRT to OB
Termi nat e I /O
RMN : DB
SMN :: CS
MN ;r 22
ML ;, 04
This message is received when the CRT interruption input was
made during activated debug mode.
Start Debug
RMN : DB
SMN : CS
MN :: 23
ML : oa
This message is received when a 'Control-D' input was legally
made at the CRT keyboard: a user wishes to activate the
debug mode.
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Ext erna 1 Start
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO
DB
DB module in other SBC
05
number of CS module for debug inputs and outputs
This message is received when the host SBC is to be debugged from
anot her SBC
.
DATAO contains the module number of a CS module to communicate
with,.
Terminate Debug Function
RMN ;: DB
SMN :: CS
MN :: ^5
ML :: on
This message informs DB that a 'Control-T* input was made at the
CRT keyboard.
With this input the user wishes to terminate the currently
selected debug function.
Output Acknowledge
RMN : DB
SMN :: CS or LP
MN ;: 26
ML :: 05
DATAO ! tell back code
This message is sent by CS or LP in order to indicate that the
output requested by DB has been completed.
The returned acknowledge code is the code sent to CS or LP with
the 'output with acknowledge' message.
Message extraction
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATA -
DATAn : MCB and data bytes of extracted message
DB
EX
27
depends on length of extracted message
This message is received when message extraction is activated and
the executive has intercepted a message specified for extraction.
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Line Printer not Connected
RMN : DB
SMIM : LP
MN : ^8
ML : OH
This message infornns DB that the line printer is not connected to
the system.
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Process i ng
This section describes the function of the debug facilities
and the process of the received real-time messages.
Inspect and Change
The process of this function is contained in DBM0D3 and con-
sists of 3 procedures:
D6INSPECT, DBCHANGE and TYPEINSP.
DBINSPECT is cal led when
a) a A,B,PA or PB command has been entered at the CRT
b) RETURN only was entered at the keyboard and the
last activated function was A, 8 or C
c) an acknowledge message was received and the last
command was PA or PB,
In case a) the address of the memory location is decoded
from the input message.
If the input was not legal* the error indication •?' is
sent to the CRT module.
If a periodic output was reguested* the cursor is positioned
at the beginning of the input line and TYPEINSP is called with
acknowledge reguest.
Otherwise TYPEINSP is called with the output followed by
the prompt character,
DBCHANGE is called for the execution of the 'C' command.
If the previous input has not been A, B or Cr then the change
is not legal and an error is indicated.
Otherwise the new contents is stored and TYPEINSP is called
to type address and new contents,
DBCHANGE terminates with the issue of the prompt character,
TYPEINSP performs the output of the current 'inspect and
change' address and the respective contents (byte or
address )
,
Depending on the state of the flag DBIELLBACK this is done
with or without acknowledge reguest.
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Memory Dump
The memory dump is performed by DBHOD^ and consists of 5
procedu res :
DRDUMP, DUMPDECOOE, INITDUMP, DDMPLiNt and DUMP.
DBDUMP is the entry procedure. From here the respective
routines to set uPf execute or repeat the dump (in case of
periodic dump) are called.
DUMPDECODE determines the mode^ byte or address^ and the range
of the dump
,
In case of an illegal input* a loaical 'FALSE* is returned*
otherwise a 'TRUE* is returned.
DUMPDECODE is called from DBDUMP and DBSNAP (see 5.3).
DUMP is the procedure which actually Performs the dump from
DUMPBEG to DUMPEND.
DUMP is called from DBDUMP and SNAPSHOT.
The procedure keeos calling OUMPLINE until the flag DUMPDONE
becomes 'TRUE',
INITDUMP sets up the format of the output line. It packs the
address of the first value typed on a line and determines
the number of values typed on a line depending on the mode
of the dump
DUMPLINE packs the contents of the memory locations starting
at the current address. Up to ENDLINE values are packed for
a line. DUMPLINE uses the utility procedures PACKBYTE and
PACKADR to convert the contents of memory locations into
ASCII codes and pack into DB output buffer.
Snapshot
The snapshot function constitutes DRM0D5 and consists
^ procedures.
Basically the snapshot is enabled by replacing the operation
code of the instruction at the snapshot address by the trap
instruction RST^. The actual snapshot is taken when this
instruction is executed ana an * interrupt' occurs.
The display of the snapshot data is performed with a
priority call scheduled during the process after the execution
of the trap instruction.
The snapshot remains activated until it is terminated by a
command. At this time the original instruction is restored
at the snapshot address.
-io- ns

If the system is stopped with an activated snapshot and
started again without new loading, the snapshot address still
contains the PSF^ instruction.
The start procedure of OB checks for an activated snapshot
before system ston and restores the original instruction
if necessary.
DBSNAP initiates the snapshot and performs the following
f unc t i ons :
- reset all relevant snapshot data
- process CRT input
.
'R' - set REGFL
.
'M' - set SNCONDADR to condition address and
SNCONDSAVE to the condition
set CONDFL
, 'D* - determine address and type of dump
(procedure DUMPOECODE is used)
set DUMPFL
, 'A'/'B' - determine address and type of the regues-
ted variables and store in SNVAR
update SNVARX (index to SNVAR)
In case that an illegal input is encountered during
the process of the CRT input, the display of '?' and the
prompt character is initiated and program control is
returned,
- determination of the length of the snapshot instruction
- insertion of the instruction in the execution table
SNEXT8L ( see structure of SNExTBL below)
- insertion of the address of the next instruction into
SNEXTBL (= snapshot address + instruction length)
- insertion of RST'4 at the snapshot address
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Organization and function of the snapshot execution table:
* El *
**********
1 * Fl *
**********
2 * CI *
**********
3 * Dl *
**********
n * El *
**********
5 * 35 *
**********
6 * 33 *
**********
7 * FB *
**********
8 * 00 *
**********
9 * 00 *
**********
10 * 00 *
**********
11 * C3 *
**********
12 * *
**********
13 * *
**********
POP H
POP PSw
POP B
POP D
POP H
INX SP
INX SP
EI
repl aced
snapshot
i nst rue t i on
JMP
address of instruction
after snapshot instruction
At the end of the snapshot 'interrupt' process/ program control
is transferred to the first byte of the execution table
where
- the stack is updated
- interrupts are enabled
- the replaced instruction is executed
- program control is transferred back to the 'interrupted'
program .
SNAPINT is the procedure which services the snapshot inter-
rupt. The return from this procedure takes place as described
above
.
If the specified condition is notr met control is returned.
If there is already a snapshot in progress^ i.e. SNAPFL is
'TRUE'f a counter is incremented in order to count multiple
occurrences of the same snapshot.
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If none of the above apolies, SNAPFL is set and the current
value of the reauested oarameters are saved if the respec-
tive flag (SNVARX,DUMPFL or REGFL) is set.
After saving of the soec i f i ed values and scheduling a
priority call for procedure SNAPSHOT , SNE
X
TbL is executed.
The procedure SNAPSHOT outputs the snapshot data to the CRT.
This is done with 'synchronous output with acknowledge' message
to the CS modu 1 e
.
The acknowledge mode prevents a possible overflow of the CRT
output buffer.
The returned acknowledge code is used to distribute the process
sequentially through SNAPSHOT.
Since this process is straiqhtforwardr it is not described
in det a i 1 .
At the end of SNAPSHOT the flag SNAPFL is reset to allow
the output of the next snapshot.
Procedure SNAPTERM has the task of terminating the snapshot
function. It is called when the 'terminate debug function'
message is received or at system start when the system was
stopped before with an activated snapshot.
SNAPTERM restores the original instruction at the snapshot
address
.
Message Simulation/Extraction
DBM0D6 consists of the functions message simulation and message
extraction. These functions are handled in the procedures
OBMSX, DBMSXINP and DBEXTRACT.
DBMSX is the entry procedure for DBM0D6 and is called from
the message entry of the DB module.
If flag DBTELLBACK is 'TRUE' the procedure DBEXTRACT is
called, otherwise DBMSXINP is called.
DBMSXINP processes the CRT input message for simulation and
extraction .
In order to obtain all necessary inputs/ the procedure initi-
ates a dialog with the operator at the CRT.
All input/output is performed with real-time messages to and from
the CS module.
In both cases* simulation and extraction, the dialog yields a
message control block.
Illegal inputs are rejected and prompted again.
The MCB is stored in OEBUGI^CB, a table located in the system
data area to allow access by the executive in order to check
for messages to be extracted.
After completion of the MCB input, the process splits.
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Message simulation:
The dialog continues until the inout of data bytes as
specified in the ?^CB is comoleted. After this/ the con-
structed message is sent.
If the message could not, be sent the output of '^SG NOT
SENT' is issued.
If the sending of the message was successful 'MSG SENT' is
t yped
.
The function terminates with the sendina of the prompt
c harac t e r
.
If the last function has been 'message simulation' and
the input of RETUf^N only is received, the sending of the
same message is repeated.
Message extraction:
The extraction is initialized with the sending of an
extraction message to the executive.
DBEXTRACT processes extraction messages from the executive.
The CRT output is done using output with acknowledge messages.
The process is straightforward and is not described here.
Hardcopy
The 'H' command is processed in the procedure DBHARDCOPY
which is part of DBM0D8.
If flag HARDCOPY is 'TRUE' then it is set to 'FALSE'.
If flag HARDCOPY is 'FALSE' an 'initialize line printer' message
is sent to the LP module and HARDCOPY is set to 'TRUE'.
Before leaving the procedure, a new debug command is prompted.
In case the line printer is not connected to the system, a
'line printer not connectea' message will be received by DB.
Upon receipt of this message the flag HARDCOPY is set to 'FALSE'
HARDCOPY controls the output media in procedure DBSYNCPRH.
Depending on the state of HARDCOPY, the receiving module for
the 'synchronous output' message is LP or CS.
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Periodic Inspect/Dump
The inspect and dumo functions can also be executed as
periodic functions^ i.e. the output is repeated with the
highest frequency the system allows.
The output of the functions is sent to LP or CS with acknow-
ledge request. Upon receipt of the acknowledge message the same
requested output is repeated with the current contents of the
specified locations.
Real-time Messages
In this section the orocess of the real-time messages is
desc r i bed
.
Start
This message is processed in procedure OBSTART.
The following operations are performed:
- if a snapshot has been activated before the last
system stop (DBFUNCTION = a), then call SNAPTERM
(restore snapshot instruction)
- clear DB variable data
- clear snapshot data
- set module status (existing and activated)
- determine start address of procedures DBINPUT and
SNAPSHOT
- enter priority call for SNAPSHOT.
The DB module is then ready to be used.
Input Text f rom CRT
This message is processed by the procedure DBINPUT which consti
tutes DBMOOa.
The execution of DBINPUT is controlled by a case statement
and the variable CRTINPUT.
CRTINPUT = 0;
Input from CRT must be the initiation of the debug mode.
•CPTR:' is typed on the CRT, CRTINPUT is set to 1 and a
'CRT input request' messaae is sent to CS.
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CRTINPUr = 1:
The input of the number of SRC which the user wishes to
debug is expected now.
If the input is not legal, then 'T-CPTR:' is tyoed ana the
input reguest repeated.
If the number is or its own SBC number, the procedure
DBREQ is called to initiate the debug mode.
In DBREQ the control variable is set to 2. and a prompt
for a debug command is issued.
Otherwise the number of the debug module in the target
SBC is computed.
If the respective module is not activated, 'DEBUG MODULE
NOT ACTIVATED' is tvoea.
If the module is active, a 'start debug external' message is
sent to the external debug module.
The module number of the own CS module is transmitted in
the first data byte.
The control variable is reset to 0.
CRTINPUT = 2:
The input is the selection of a debug function.
DBINPUT decodes the function identifier and calls the
respective procedure to process the input.
The variable DBFUNCTION contains an index which deter-
mines the selected debug function.
CRTINPur is set to 3.
CRTINPUT = 5:
This input is caused by the selected debug function it-
sel f .
Program control is routed to the process of the currently
activated function.
Terminate I/O
This message informs the Dd module that the connection to
the CRT has to be terminated (input of 'Control-I' at
the CRT)
.
The input control variable is reset to in order to
accept a new initialization of the debug mode.
Any pending debug function and the debug mode p^tq ter-
minated.
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l" Start Debug
J
This message informs DB that a 'Control-D' input has been
! made at the CRT.
:. This inout is processed in procedure DBTNPUT with control
I variable CRTlNPUf = (see Section 3,7.2).
External Start Debug
This message is sent by a debug module in an other SBC and in'
forms DB that there is an external debug reguest from an
Other SBC.
The message is processed in procedure DBEXTREQ.
After saving the module number of the connected CRT in the
Other SBC in DBCRT procedure* DBREU is called to further
process the debug reguest.
Tern^inate Debug Function
This message is received after a 'Control-T' input at the CRT
and it serves the purpose of terminating the currently acti-
vated debug function.
The process takes place in procedure DBTERMPER.
If no debug function is activated (i.e. the prompt character
is displayed)* an error message is sent to CS.
If the activated function is 'message extraction** a message is
sent to EX to stop the extraction.
An activated snapshot is terminated with a call of SNAPTERM,
After resetting of all relevant flags* the prompt character is
displayed.
Output Acknowledge
This message is received when an output with acknowledge initiated
by DB is comp I et ed.
The returned acknowledge code is saved in DBTBCODE and the flag
DBTELLBACK is set to 'TRUE'.
Then DBINPUT is called which passes program control to the
activated function controlled by CRTINPUT and DBFUNCTION.
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Extraction Message
This message transmits an extracted message from EX to the
'message extraction' function in Db.
If an extraction outout is currently active (DBEXTRACT =
'TRUE') a counter is incremented and DBEXTRACf is not called.
Otherwise DBEXTRACT is called in order to initiate the typing
of the extracted message.
Line Printer not Connected
The process of this message consists of resetting the flag
HARDCOPY to 'FALSE'/ i.e. output is not directed to the
line printer because it is not in operation.
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Output Real-time Messages
In this section the format of the real-time messages sent by Ob
is desc r i bed
,
Synchronous Output
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO
DATAl-
DATAn
CS or LP
DB
1 1
depends on length of output text
- no roll screen/cP/lf after output
1 - roll screen/cTflf after output
text to be typed/printed
This message is used to type text on the input line of the CRT
or on the line printer.
CRT Input Reguest
RMN ;; CS
SMN ;: DB
MN : 12
ML : 05
DATAO : - no roll screen after input
1 - roll screen after input
This message reguests a keyboard input from the CRT.
Terminate CRT Input
RMN ;: CS
SMN :: DB
MN ;: la
ML :; oa
This message disconnects DB from the CRT
Ac t i vat e Deoug
RMN : CS
SMN ;: DB
MN : 15
ML : oa
This message is used to establish a connection between DB and
the CRT at which the debug reguest was made.
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New L i ne
KMN : CS
SMN :: OB
MN :: 16
ML : oa
or LP
This message rolls the CRT screen once and places the cursor at
the beginning of the inout line or positions the print head of
the line printer at the beginning of the next line.
egi n of L ne
RMN : CS
SMN DB
MN : 17
ML : oa
or LP
This message positions the CRT cursor at the beginning of the input
line or the print head of the line printer at the beginning of
the next line.
Synchronous Output with Output Acknowledge
RMN : CS or LP
SMN : DB
MN : 18
ML : depends on length of output text
DATAO : acknowledge code
DATAl : - no roll screen/cr^lf after output
1 - roll screen/cTflf after output
0ATA3-
DATAn : text to be typed/printed
This message is used to type text on the input line of the CRT
or to print on the line printer and reguests an acknowledge
message when the output is completed.
External Start Debug
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO
any external oebug module
DB
2a
05
module number of connected CRT module
This message informs an external debug module about a debug
reguest from the CRT module determined by DATAO,
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Start Messaae Extraction
RMN : EX
SMN : OB
MN ;: 10
ML !: on
This message informs the executive that a messaqe extraction is
started. The message to be extracted is described by the MCH
currently in DtBUGMCH.
Stop Messaqe Extraction
RMN : EX
SMN : DB
MN : 11
ML : oa
This message causes the termination of message extraction by
the executive.
Initialize Line Printer
RMN ;: LP
SMN ;: DB
MN :; 15
ML : oa
This message is sent when the output of DB is to be switched
to the line printer.
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Genera 1
Int roduc t i on
The CRT module (moaule identification: CS) is the driver for
the CRT under the real-time operating system.
All 1/0 is interrupt driven in order to meet the real-time
pequ i remen t s
.
The CS moaule 'connects' all other modules in the system to
the CRT/ i.e. the interface with the operator is controlled by
the communicating module. The CS module merely passes data in
and out for other modu 1 es .
E
xcept for some line editing funct-
ions CS does not have its own interface.
The interface between CS and a user module takes place with
the use of real-time messages.
The module may be shared by several SBC's. In this case only the
message entry procedure ana the CS data have to be local to the
SBC's.
Depending on the number of the host S8C the module numbers of
t he CS modu 1 e vary ,
CS is designed to communicate with a DATAMtDIA Elite 2500 CRT
and keyboa rd
Abbreviations and Conventions
All numbers in this segment of text are decimal except as
indicated otherwise.
SBC - single board computer
MCB - message control block
RMN - receiving module number
SMN - sending module number
MN - message number
ML - message length
CS - CRI module/ module number in SBC 1/2/5 :
EX - executive/ module number in SBC 1/2/3 :
DB - debug module/ module number in SBC 1/2/5
06/ia/22
0/08/16
: 07/15/25
INACTMOD - module number of module currently connected to CRT
(INput ACTive MODule)
input line - last line on CRT
line for asynchronous outputs
line for synchronous outputs
line 7 on CRT
last line on CRT (=input line)
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Facilities of the CS Module
Input
The CS module allows any module in the system to obtain data
from an ooerator at the keyboard.
In order to ease keyboard inputs CS provides two line editing
f unc t i ons
:
- delete last input character
- delete entire input.
CRT input for a module is initiated with an 'activate CRT
input* msq to CS. (his msq is acknowledged with a msg sent back.
The first data byte of this msg determines whether the request
is acknowledqed or not.
The case that CRT control is not granted can only occur if
several modules attempt to obtain inputs at the same time.
Once the connection to the CRT is established^ the user module
has to send an 'input request* msg to CS, CS then sends the next
input terminated with the RETURN key to the requesting module.
All keyboard inputs are displayed on the input line.
Upon completion of the inputs/ the connected module has to re-
lease the CRT with a special msg.
Output
There are 2 distinct types of CRT output:
- asynchronous and
- synch ronous
.
Asynchronous outputs are typed on line 7 of the CRT.
The text tyoed here is sent to CS using the 'asynchronous out-
put' msg. This msq may be sent by any module at any time and
serves the purpose to report errors^ special internal conditions
etc .
The output of this message is accompanied by the bell.
For the time of the output all input is blocked and a 'T' is
displayed at the position of the next input. After typing the
asynchronous message the 'T* is erased with the next input.
Synchronous outputs &re typed on the inout line and allow the
module currently in control of the CtH to interact with the
operat or
,
'Synchronous outout' messages are accepted from the connected
modu I e only.
- a . 13^

There are two messages which control the screen itself.
cause the cursor to be positioned at
- the beginning of a new line (roll screen once)
- the beginning of the current line.
They
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Input s
The CS module receives inputs from the keyboard of the CRT and
from other modules with real-time messages.
Input f rom CRT
Keyboard inputs are transmitted in form of ASCII characters.
See DATAMtDIA Elite 2S00 manual for details.
Apart from the normal character set there are inputs which, have
spec i a 1 meanings
•Control-I •
•Control -D'
'Control -T'
•Back Space*
'Rub Out '
'CR'
They are listed below:
CRT interruption
This input forces the termination of any
existing connection between a module and
the CRT.
enter debug moae
- terminate debug function
delete last character
delete entire input
termination of current input
The interpretation of these inputs is described in Section 3.^,
Input Real-time Messages
In this section the format of the incoming real-time messages is
given. The process of these messages is described in Section 3.^
Start
RMN :; CS
SMN ;: EX
MN ;: 00
ML : Oa
This msg is sent by the executive when the system is started.
Upon receipt the CS module initializes itself
(see Sec t i on 3,^.1).
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Asynchronous Outout
RMI\l
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO-
D A T A n
CS
any modu 1
e
10
depends on length of text
text to be typed
This message is received when a module is initiating an
asynchronous output (see Section 5.^.2).
Synchronous Output
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO
DATAl-
DATAn
CS
module currently connected to CRT (INACTMOD)
11
deoends on length of text
- no roll screen after output
1 - roll screen after output
text to be typed
The module currently connected to the CRT transmits text to be
typed on the input line with this message (see Section 5.4.5),
CRT Input Request
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO
CS
INACTMOD
\2
OS
- no roll after next input
1 - roll screen once after next input
This message is sent by the module currently connected to the
CRT to request an input from the keyboard (see Section 5.-4,4)
Activate CRT Input
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
CS
module requesting connection to the CRT
15
oa
With this message each module can establish a connection to
the CRT (see Section 5.4.5),
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Terminate C^^^ Input
RMN
SMiM
MN
ML
CS
INACTMOD
oa
This message is used by the module currently connected to the
CRT to release the CRT (see Section 3.^.6).
Activate Debug
RMN ;: CS
SMN ;; any debug module
MN : 15
ML ;: oa
With this message the user selected debug module connects
itself to the CRT (see Sec t i on . a . 7 ) .
New L i ne
RMN : CS
SMN ;: INACTMOD
MN :: 16
ML ;: oa
This message causes the roll of the screen by 1 line and
positioning of the cursor at the beginning of a new line
(see Sect i on 3,a ,8) ,
the
Begi n of Line
RMN ;• CS
SMN :; INACTMOD
MN :. 17
ML : oa
This message positions the cursor at the beginning of the current
input line (see Section 3. a. 9).
- ti
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Synchronous Output with Acknowledge
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
OATAO
DATAl
DATA2-
DATAn
cs
INACTMOD
18
depends on length of text
acknowledge code
- no roll screen after output
1 - roll screen once after output
t ex t t o be t yped
This message initiates a synchronous output on the input line
and reguests an acknowledge message when this output is com-
pleted (see Section 5.4.10),
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Process i ng
In this section the process of CRT input/output and real-time
message is described.
USART Interface
The operation of the USART is controlled by a mode control
word and a command control word.
After a hardware reset/ the first output has to be a mode
control word. After having received the mode control word
the USART accepts any number of command control words.
If it is required to output a mode control word without a
hardware reset/ the USART can be reset with a special con-
trol word.
The formats of the control words and the input/output ports
are g i ven below.
Mode Control Word:
bi t 7/ 6 : 01
5/ a : 00
3/ 2 : 10
1/ : 10
1 STOP BIT
NO PARITY
7 BIT CHARACTER LENGTH
BAUD RATE FACTOR 16
Command Control i/^ord:
bi t 7 ;
II 6 ;:
II 5 :: 1
II
a •:
II 5 ;;
M 2 ,: 1
II
1 : 1
M
: 1
NO RESET
RESET USART
REQUEST TO SEND
RECEIVE ENABLE
DATA TERMINAL READY
TRANSMIT ENABLE
Input/OutPut Port for status information is OEFH, for data
OEEH.
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I Input f rom CRT
All CRT input is interrupt driven.
Upon system start, the USART (CRT input) is initialized and the
I
respective interrupt is activated.
I
I If a key on the keyboard is hit. an interrupt occurs. The inter-
rupt procedure decodes the interrupt and schedules a call of the
the priority procedure CSI^PUT.
After the call of CSINPUT by the executive, an input instruction
I
is executed to obtain the input character.
Without any filtering the following inputs are considered in the
J
the indicated sequence and processed:
|| - 'Contro1-I*
- 'Cont rol -D '
j
- 'Cont rol -T •
'Cont rol -I • :
CRT i nt erruo t i on
initialize debug mode
terminate debug function
This input forces the termination of the current connection
between a module and the CRT,
If a module is currently connected to the CRT
(INACTMOO <> FFH), then a 'terminate I/O' msg is sent to this
modu 1 e
,
If no module is connected, no actions take place.
'Control -D'
:
This inout initiates the debug mode.
If debugging from this CRT is already activated, the error
indication '?' is written into the output buffer.
If the request is legal, any current connection between a
module and the CRT is terminated with the 'terminate I/O'
message and a 'start debug' message is sent to the debug
module in the same SBC,
'Cont rol -T • :
This input causes the sending of a 'terminate debug func-
tion msg to the connected debug module. If not in debug
mode, a '?' is written into the output buffer.
All other keyboard inputs are considered only if
- no output is active
- an 'input request' msg has been received.
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•Back Space ' :
This input causes the celetion of the last input character
on the screen and in the input buffer.
The cursor is moved back and the last input is erased.
An attempt to move the cursor past the beginning of the last
input request is not accepted and answered with the bell.
•Rub Out • :
With this key the entire input of the last input request can
be erased. The cursor is moved back to the first position of
the last input request and the rest of the line is deleted
so that a correct input line can be generated.
•RETURN' :
This key terminates the current input.
The input collected starting at the position of the cursor
at the last input request is sent to the connected module
with a 'transfer input text* message.
Depending on the specification in the last 'input request'
messagef the screen is rolled once or not.
All other i nput s
:
The input ASCII character is checked for legality. Legal
codes have to be within the range of IFH < input code < 5AH
and within the length of the input line.
If the input is illegal a '?' is written into the output
buffer* otherwise the input is stored* the input buffer
pointers are updated and the input character is written
into the output buffer.
Before returning program control to the executive* the output
of the current output buffer contents is initiated.
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OutDut to CRT
All CRT output is interrupt driven.
At system start the following codes are written into the
output buffer;
-clearscreen
- set roll mode
- output '*** SYSTEM START' and bell on the line for
asynchronous outputs
- position cursor at the beginning of input line.
Then the output is activated by executing an output instruction
for the first character in the output buffer.
Upon completion of the output* an interrupt occurs which is
processea by the interrupt routine. After determining the source
of the interrupt* a priority call of CSOUTPUT is scheduled.
If there are no more characters for output* the output buffer
pointers are reset to ana an acknowledge message is sent to
INACTMOD if reguested.
Otherwise the next character from the output buffer is trans-
ferred to the USARf and the buffer pointers are updated.
The output buffer CRTOUT has 3 pointers:
- OUTPTR (next character for output)
- OUTX (next character to fill).
CRTOUT is emoty if OUTPTR >= OUTX. In this case both pointers
are reset to ,
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Real-time Messages
Start
This message informs CS that the system has been started.
CS performs the following initialization steps:
- reset USART if no system reset has been performed
- clear all local variable data
- determine begin addresses of priority procedures CSINPUT
and CSOUTPUT and store in CSINADR and CSOUTADR
respec t i ve 1
y
- set module status:
. modu 1 e exists
. modu 1 e activated
.
module authorizec to suspend/activate other modules
- reset pointers and flags
- enter priority calls of CSINPUI and CSOUTPUT
- ini t iai i ze USAKT
- pack 'start output' into output buffer
- initialize output to USART
Asynchronous Output
With this messages text to be typed on the line for asynchronous
outputs (line 7 on CRT) is sent to CS.
For the duration of the outputs an uparrow ('T') is displayed
at the Current position of the cursor on the input line.
After completion of the asynchronous outputs the cursor is
returned to its last position on the input line. The next
keyboard input erases the 'T'.
- la - '\^-^

fhe foHowing output is initiated:
-
' t •
- move cursor to the beginning of line 7
- clear line
- pac •< bell
- pac k • * ** •
- pack output text (from message)
- paclc code to return cursor to the last input position.
After packing the output buffer^ the output is initiated with
the cal 1 of STARFOUT.
Synchronous Output
This message causes the typing of the transferred text on the
i nput line.
If SMN of this message is cifferent from INACTMODf then the
system routine ILLEGALMSG is called and the message rejected.
If the message is legal/ the text of the message starting at
data byte 1 is moved into the output buffer.
If data byte is TRUEf then the roll of the screen after the
output is reguested and the resoective characters are entered
into the output buffer.
If no roll is reguested/ the position of the cursor on the input
line is incremented by the number of characters in the trans-
ferred text.
The output to the CRT is initiated with a call of procedure
STAKTOUr
.
CRT Input Reguest
This message reguests an input from the CRT keyboard.
If SMN is not INACTMOD, then the system routine ILLEGALMSG is
called and the reguest is rejected.
The cursor position and the input buffer pointer are saved in
order to mark the beginning of this input for line editing.
The variable ROLLSCREEN is set according to data byte of the
msg.
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Activate CRT Inou t
This message is sent by a rrodule which wishes to establish a
connection to the CRT,
This request is answered with an acknowledge message in which
the first data byte indicates whether the request is acknowledged
or not
.
SMN of this message is saved in the variable INACTMOD.
Terminate CRT Input
This message terminates the connection between the sending
module (SMN = INACTMOD) ana the CRT.
CS resets INACTMOD to FPH.
Ac t i vate Debug
This message connects a debug module to the CRT. No acknowledge
message is sent in this case since this request is always
granted .
INACTMOD is set to the module number of the debug module.
New L i ne
This message is internally converted to a 'synchronous output'
message and the procedure for synchronous output is called.
Beginning of Line
See Sec t i on 3.^.6
Synchronous Output with Acknowledge
The process of this message is essentially identical to the
process of a synchronous message without acknowledge
(see Section 3.^.5) with the exception that the sending module
reguests a message to indicate the completion of the initiated
output .
This feature can be used to avoid overwriting of text and
buffer overflows.
The first data byte contains the acknowledge code which has to
be returned with an acknowledge message after completion of
t he ou t pu t
.
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Output s
The CS module outputs data to the CRT and sends real-time
messages to other modules in the system.
Output to CRT
Outputs to the CRT are transmitted in form of ASCII characters.
See DATAMEDIA Elite ^^500 manual for details.
The only ASCII exception is the use of the XY addressing
feature of the DATAMEDIA.
This mode allows the arbitrary positioning of the cursor.
The XY mode is initiated with 'OCH'. The following two characters
(coded according to the manual) are considered to be a location
on the CRT. The first determines the position in a row and the
second character determines the row.
If CS detects an illegal input character, then this is indicated
with the output of '?'.
Real-time Messages
In this section the format of the real-time msg sent by CS is
desc r i bed
.
Transfer Input Text
INACTMOO
CS
20
depends on length of input text
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO-
DATAn : i nput text
This message is used to send input text to the reguesting
modu 1 e •
Activate CRT Inout Acknowledge
RMN : INACTMOD
SMN ; CS
MN : 2\
ML : 05
OATAO : TRUE - reguest acknowledged
FALSE - ot herw i se
This message informs the module which wants to activate CRT
input whether the reguest is granted or not.
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Terminate I/O
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
INACTMOD
cs
This messaqe is sent to the module currently in control of
the CRT when the CRT interruption input (Control-I) is detected.
Start Debug
RMN : DB
SMN : CS
MN ;: 33
ML ; oa
This msg informs the debug module that the legal input
'Control-D* has been generated.
Terminate Debug Function
RMN : DB
SMN : CS
MN !: 25
ML :: oa
This message informs the debug module that the input of
'Control-T' has been detected.
Ac know 1 edge
RMN : INACTMOD
SMN ;: CS
MN ;: 26
ML ;: 05
DATAO : acknowledge cede
This message indicates the completion of an outpuf with
acknowledge reguest.
The acknowledge code is identical to the code received with
'synchronous output with acknowledge' message.
t he
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Genera 1
Int roduc t \ on
The line printer module (LP) is the driver for the CENTRONIX 101
line printer under the real-time operating system.
AH output is interrupt driven in order to meet the real-time
requirements.
The code of the LP module may be shared by several single
board computers if more than 1 line printer is to be connected
to the system.
All modules in the system can initiate printouts on the line
printer by transferring text to LP with a real-time message.
Abbreviations and Conventions
All numbers in this segment of text are decimal except when
indicated otherwise.
SBC - single board computer
MCB - message control block
RMN - receiving module number
SMN - sending module number
MN - message number
ML - message length
CS - CRT module/ module number in SRC 1/2/5
EX - executive^ module number in SBC 1/2/5
DB - debug module^ module number in SRC 1/2/5
LP - line printer module/ module number in SBC
06/ia/22
00/08/16
07/15/25
1/2/5 : 05/15/21
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Facilities of the LP Module
In order to allow the switching of outout between CRT and
line printer, the usage of the line printer is very similar
to the CRT output/ i.e. is controlled by the same messages.
(Exception: the 'beginning of line' message is interpreted as
•new line' message.)
LP allows to print any text sent to the module with the
•print* message. The text is transferred in the data bytes of
the message and has to be ASCII coded.
This text can be printed with or without the generation of
a acknowledge msg to indicate the completion of the printout.
Apart from the 'print' and •print with acknowledge' message
thef*e are 3 form control message:
- new page
- new 1 i ne
- beginning of line (interpreted as new line).
LP accepts an 'initialize line printer' message. Upon receipt
of this message the proper connection of the line printer is
checked.
If the check is positive, the print head is positioned at the
beginning of a new paae.
Otherwise a warning message is typed on the CRT and a 'line
printer not connected' message is sent to the module which re'
quested the check.
Inputs
The LP module receives inputs from
- line printer (status incuts)
- other modules (real-time messages).
Status Inputs from Line Printer
Two status bits from the line printer are made available
for LP on input port tbl
-bit a : 'StLECf
-bit 3 : 'LPT BUSY'
.
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Input Real-time Messages
In this section the format of the incoming real-time message is
gi ven ,
The process of these messages is described in Section 3. a.
Start
RMN : LP
S'MN : EX
MN :; 00
ML :: oa
This message is sent by the executive when the system has been
started.
Upon receipt the LP module initializes itself
(see Sect i on 3.^.13.
Pri nt
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO
DATAl-
DATAn
LP
any modu 1
e
11
depends on length of text to be printed
- no new line after output
1 - new line after output
ASCII characters to be printed
The text transferred with this message is to be printed on the
line orinter (see Section 3. a. 2),
New Page
RMN :: LP
SMN ;; any modu 1
MN ;: 12
ML :: oa
This message reguests the positioning of the print head at
the beginning of the first line on a new page (see Section 3.^.3)
Initialize Line Printer
RMN :: LP
SMN :; any modu 1
MN :: 13
ML ;: oa
This message causes LP to check the status of the line printer
(see Sect ion 3.a.a) .
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New L i ne
RMN : LP
SMN ; any modu 1
e
MM :: 16
ML ;: oa
This message positions the print head at the beginning of a
new line (see Section i.^.S).
Beginning of Line
RMN : LP
SMN ;: any modu 1
MN :: 17
ML : o^
This message is processed as being a 'new line' msg
(see Sect i on 2.2.5)
.
Print with Acknowledge
RMN :
SMN :
MN :
ML :
DATAO :
DATAl :
DATA2-
DATAn :
LP
any modu 1
e
18
depends on length of text
acknowledge code
- no new line after print
1 - new line after print
ASCII characters to be printed
The transferred text of this message is to be printed and upon
completion of the printing an acknowledge message with DATAO
has to be returned to the sending module (see Section 3.^.6).
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Process i nq
Line Printer Interface
Line Printer Status Input
Upon receipt of the 'initialize line printer' message^ LP reads
the 'SELECT' status bit of the line printer.
If the line printer is connected ('SELECT' bit = 'FALSE')
the procedure LPNEwPAGE is called.
If the line printer is not connected properly:
- an 'asynchronous output' msq is sent to CS to type a
warning '*** LINE PRINTER NOT CONNECTED'
- a 'line printer not connected' msg is sent to the module
which sent the 'initialize line printer' msg.
Line Printer Output
All line printer output is interrupt driven.
The output characters are written into the output buffer
LP0UT6UF. LPOUTBUF is controlled by two pointers:
- LPOUTX (next to fill)
- LPOUTPTR (next to print),
LPOUTBUF is empty if LPOUTPTR >= LPOUTX. In this case both
pointers are reset to 0,
An overflow occurs if LPOUTX > last index of LPOUTflUF. This
condition causes a call of the system monitor ana output
characters are rejected until there is space in LPOUTBUF.
When all text is transferred from the 'print' message into the
output buffer^ or an overflow occurs^ the output is started by
calling the output procedure.
i'xhen the output of a character is completed/ an interrupt is
generated and the priority call of the procedure LPOUTPUT is
scheduled by the interrupt procedure.
After LPOUTPUT called by the executive^ the next character is
is Put on the output line or the printout is terminateo
(if LPOUTBUF is empty).
In the latter case the flag LPTELLBACK is checked and an ack-
nowledge message is generated if necessary.
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Real-time Messages
Start
This message informs LP that the system has been starterJ,
LP Performs the following operations:
- clear all local variables
- determine start address of procedure LPOUTPUT
- enter priority call for LPOUTPUT
(to be called if a line printer outout interrupt occurs)
- set modu 1 e status
. modu 1 e exists
. module activated.
Pri nt
This message is processed in procedure LPPRINT,
The data bytes of the msg are moved into the output buffer until
all characters are moved or an overflow occurs.
In case of an overflow^ the move of characters is terminated
and the output is initiatea.
When the remaining space is sufficient and all characters are
moved/ then DATAO of the msg controls the insertion of code for
a 'carriage return' and a 'line feed'. Then the output is initi-
ated.
New Page
The code for 'form feed' is packed into the output buffer and
the output is activated.
InitializeLinePrinter
LP reads the 'SELECT' status bit and determines whether out-
put is possible or not.
If no printing is possible* i.e. the printer is not connected
properly, the typing of a warning message at the CRT is generated
with an 'asynchronous output' msg to CS.
Otherwise, the 'new page' procedure is executed
(see Sec t i on 5 , "4 . 3 ) .
New L i ne
The code for 'carriage return' and 'line feed' is packed into
the output buffer and the output is activated.
- e -
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Print with Acknowledge
This message is orocessed by the procedure LPPRRjT (see 3.^.2)
after the acknowledge code has been removed from the tisg.
The code and the sending module is saved.
After completion of the outout an acknowledae message is sent
back together with the requested acknowledge code.
- 9 -
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Uut put s
The LP module outputs data to the line printer and sends
messages to other modules in the system.
Output to the Line Printer
OutDuts to the line printer are transmitted in form of ASCII
characters.
Letters are printed as capital letters only.
See the available CENTRONIX 101 interface specification.
Output port is port E^H.
Real-time Messages
Asynchronous Output
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
DATAO-
DATA25
CS
LP
10
30
text 'LINE PRINTER NOT CONNECTED'
Acknowl edge
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
OATAO
module which sent 'print with acknowledge' message
LP
2b
05
acknowledge code transferred with 'print with
acknowledge' message
Line Printer not Connected
RMN
SMN
MN
ML
module which sent 'initialize line printer' message
LP
28
oa
This message informs the reguesting module that the line printer
is not connected properly to the system.
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EXFCUTIVE
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UJ
•ID
U
LU
(3
in
Lu
UJ
I- «l
o o
UJ z
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
if ^
•* *
* *
UJ
UJ
i.n
o
_i
_i
o
u.
UJ
UJ
(J
o
Cl
>
UJ
U1 UJ
z H
ui
-J
1^
a.
z
o
u
CO
I
z\
_J
Q.
UJ
*it
UJ
Cl'
UJ
en
X
Ui m
•H D
U"l h-
Z UJ
it:
UJ N
UJ
I
I 'I
K Z
iX
a UJ
UJ H
Cl
UJ
o
U'l u
o z
o: in
* *
* *
Hr if ^
* * *
CtL Ui
'X _1
_J D
U Cl
UJ O
l>-\ Ui
'X H
UJ Z D
-J o
D U
ilj CD Z
O UJ
Z O lii
h- X
X K
i/i
U. X UJ
•-• X CD
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
UJ
UJ
O
O
Ct:
UJ
•* UJ
* kD
* * X U"l
* * * z
UJ
Gi
UJ
g
u
Cti
Cl
CJ
H
UJ
UJ
Ct^
Z UJ
^ o
»_"
Lt:
Cl
r-'iQ
UJ
UI
u z
Lt: UJ
UJ
D
Z UJ z
ce: o ce:
_i
X
UJ
h-
UJ
UJ
u:
D
iill
UJ
o
o
X
-J
X
iX LL
UJ u
K h-
X X
UJ UJ
UJ
ct:
_•
uj
u
- o
UJ
Ct;
UJ
u
u
f— OCtf-iliCtlillCEiiljUiillUJZClUJZClZClZClZ
Ltiixi ••ct;u -UJ -UJ -Ui
•* y")
'X' N
O Q 'S' O
H- I- h- I-
UJ UJ UJ UJ
CD O CD
U'l l/l UI
II II 11 II II II 11 II It II 11 II II II It 11 II it 11 11 II II it il 11 it II II II II
H C-.J Ci H CJ C-.i H CJ C-.J H CJ C-l H C-.J H CJ H CJ
J-i O H C-.J M ri- 111 'i5 K CO Cr^ CD H CJ i-\ t li^ "•]:•
H C->J C->J CJ CJ CJ C-.J C-.J Ci CJ CJ M M r1 M M M rlHHH-HTHHHHrHHHrH-HHHTHHH
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r1
UJ
0.
Oil
u
l-l
a.
z
o
o
Q
CO
I
-I
_l _l _l
a: CE "T
"TT ?»
£ Lt^ u:
UJ U UJ
1- H H
iX X X
UJ UJ UJ
UJ —
k
UJ u ii2
a: K ui .. Lt H-
~i z -J H _• X
ill UJ iU IX Cl UJ
U CD UJ 'X ill (3O iJ] o H O U'l
O Z o b-\ U Z
LL X it: ^s_ a: X
a. UJ LL U a. UJ
(li Ci Ci
TF -^ -^
UJ u a; UJ
H H-
h- ]2 H- ':•:*
U UJ ix UJ
lU ':d •r •:d
•-. LO f- U'l
UJ i/i zV X ^••:'
^t^ iij UJ UJ
H C'J H C-.J H C-.J
* * ^ it
* * + <»
* •j^ * *
* * * ^
* * * *
* * * » X
* * * « ^
* * * *
* * * * UJ
* •5^ * * UJ
* * * * J
* * '^ * D
* * •^ * LJ
* * * * UJ
* * * « I
* * * * o
* * * * OT
•*. ^ * *
* * * * UJ
* * * * or
* * * * 'Z
* * * *
* * * * U"i
« * •^ * -J
* * * * _i
« Hh * * .^ X
* -«• * * CD Q
* * ^ *
* * ^ * l/l A ^H
* * * * UJ V H
* * * * -1 t-i
* * * ^ D UJ LL
* * * * Cj _l O •^
* * * * o D I—
t
ikL
* * * * z a Lk: O
* * * * UJ 0. h-4
* * * •-I, * u. I lk:
* * * CJ X * u u Lm Cl
* * * *-* * * L'"i T ^'•.
* V- * _l * u-i LL' "X
* # * UJ .^ u * i*: (_• O z
* ^ -« D }- N * IM 1—
•
2;
* * * LL itL l-H * >r LL o o
* * * CC _l •^ \- CL -I H
* IrLi * UJ H «I *
* * I> * ^ LO
HH * > Ul i/i H
* * t^ * X H- ^ h- _l X
* * H * Ci UJ (—
I
Hi HH 1—
1
.^ II
* * D * UJ 2^ * Ct^ I o H
* * U * o _J f-t 4 o 2 Ci H
* ^ UJ * o _l * 1—
1
II lQ
* * X :(. Cti •I * * 0: O •ij X
* * UJ ifj. Q. u \^ * LL lJi •s. CJ
* * ^ S- LU g
* * * * U1 X L-J
^ * * * U1
^ * * * u
* :(. * * o
* * * * o
* ^ ^ * u::
* * * CD * LL H
* * * o O * u
* •+• * UJ UJ * UJ
* * * * * *
••
»•*- •*• * * '\ X
\ * * * * * * UJ UJ \. * * * UJ
r-. CO cr 1 O rH C'J
i-'i f'l r'l '^r ^ ^
H H H H H H
l-l
CJ
1-
tI
oj i""i r-1
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N. OJ
*
X
D
UJ o: '\,
_J Q *3 X
Ci u
UJ UJ Cl-
I _l % D
o .^ _" * O
L«-« '-^ o UJ
H Ul H- o
> ijD X t-i u
H X u IJQ .^ ct:
»-•
-.
l/l /-K Cl
Q^ UJ Qi -f HO _l u K- 1 >
*-< D (—1 K-
1
H H
a; D ct: uti CCi 1—
1
Cl UJ CL u X Ct;
I I— ^-•• o
H O II ct: 1- •— •^
Li'l UI Cl i/i q; r\
UJ a: UJ »-i Cl .^ H
X o _1 H- -J H •.
•ID •"* 2 _l Ui u: _l H CJ
h-l Iji Ul ill Ul O _J O CQ
X Cl I Ui UJ t-i •-. X UJ -•'^-
••_' h- X CL' ct; H (J X -.'O Cii o Cl X Ul -J
Z (J > w * ^x' * O
HH I/I it: Ct^ '%, II •\_ o Cl:
u. u: o -I H- *-(.
11 cc .^ >—
1
H _l O II
* o O Ct iX X o -» ••\
X M ui Cl X U a UJ C-.J ul
aj u. Clj 2
X n X Ui
UJ
_J
LJiJ
1-4
o
o
0:1
1
rt ri- Tt \r, U") IJ-) li*^ 111 rt t r-i ,-v^
1
-J
CO ij-i Q rH
1- rt \i-) ill
rH H 'H H
C-.J M -t li'j ^£i N CO cr-i
!J"J Ij-j LI lil \il Ul
tH H H H H H
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* •.*
* Q
*
* 11
*
* h-
* D -s.
* * •^ **..
* •-. iD Ct: *
* H U"! Ct: H •\
# |>J Z Ui X Cl *
* U .. U. UJ UJ %
* Ui CD U. Ij h- .-. iT
* X L'-| D Ul X -J Uj
* 1/1 Ul Z CD 7" -- z z %.
* UJ 1- a V »-i + *
* (J Ul U'l Ui 1- H h-
* X h- \ X z CJ' X X iT
* m * _J -1 X X Ui Uj
* LH Ll _l "-' z z •-.
¥• UJ a Lo z X Ul X
'^
.--•.
^ z I'-I UJ u 1—
•
Ui X X H
-¥• 2 U X X X X
* UJ UJ H 21 -^ X X
* ZI X b- UJ Z" z .. X ^-'
* 1-4 H CiT iD X 1—1 CO 1—4 H Ul X
* H X U'l f- 1- h- a CD X Ui
* Z X U1 UJ 1 Z X
* -I H- z X Z CO D X
* X II 1- U'l iJ X' CD Z _i
* UJ X u-i 1—
<
1- + Ui Uj x
*
Cc:: iD a _i 2: H X •-t i- Z Ul '1
^ u-i ijj UJ 1- H D T" H U'l
* a ^ ZI 11 H- X D XX 3 X Z
*
-»
^
":•:"
Ct; <J LJ X z ^ ill
* t-l —
1
1- iiJ K Uj X
* Q 2; z D Z X z Uj II II D II
* UJ z
* UJ U. it- CD * :j * H- * (J * CD
ill * CL H-t 's. U] '-•- Ul *'\, 11 X> 'v Uj '•-. U'l
z * z 7" z 'Zi
UJ * Ul H CD Jl^ X
* U'l u. u. X U'l —
1
ill
* UJ H^ 1—
1
X 2; ;3 X
J«-
*
-H * Ct:
H * X CJ
* u
UJ * w.X * *• <• *•- J"'-
* X
C-.J '>J C>J C^J C-.J ^i C-.J
Q Ci -t ijli N CO Cr^
tjj ifi ^i) ^I' "-JJ "-iD ^1)
H -H H H tH H tH
u.
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U
a
a:
LL
1^
0.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
X *
* *X *
«
*
Ct:
in
*
*
a: .. u. *
UJ 2 \, H *••_ u. \ ^
IJQ ct; o * u * _> •^ *X 7* UJ »—
1
UJ CD *
* D
CC t-« UJ
l/l
CD I—
1
*
*
a: Q. (J CC UJ Uj 'X * LO
LU UJ Z t-l CD o o Z (D * UJ
in: -J o 21 CC h- l_l CC * _1
<r _J o ~i o ci: T* * ^
ui Z U-| ij LL 3 U-i * Ci
it: Q 2 z _l O -J + D
o •^ z 2 o -J 21 Q _J ^
'. 3 2; o Q CC UJ 1- i~i CC *
T z -J o I 1- o * U.O K CC 2^ _J H CD 21 * O
+ h- L>"| ^ •^ »—
1
CC > Uj (—1 z^ *2 q: 2 H 21 K Cl Z f- * u-i
CD t-i hH UJ X h- i£ •^ HH H CD hH * _J
in U. H- UJ o UJ H ••% -^ •-, •% "^ .^ —. -^ q: LL _l l/j q: * -J
z a T* Q ]2 H CD H H CJ I'l t \r> '•£• f-. o U I Z o * CC
LL LO 1 K-4 D X j<l Z Q O Q CJ Q G' O K-t H- * CJ
ili z O u] UJ UJ ^ t; t J- h- H H- h- Lc: ,'••, Ltf LL Lt^ *
a: .'"^ UJ z l/l _l UJ 2; 21 ;2 z z LL V UJ UJ LL * CJ
\ ;2 h- X D _J l/l U1 u] u) UJ UJ UJ UJ u \- U. « »-•
II H z D I II Cj -J CC z CD a a a a O ij •-i \^/ o "::" .. Lu .^ Isi * d
UJ llt^ 0. z O a: u X m l/l l/l w l/l ^ !i! H Q L«-l UJ H- -rr H Q * o
CC U1 ••-' z C'J z u u z z j; z z z z C_' UJ 2; X I a UJ * l-l
h- N CD o II CG o UJ I H o UJ LL UJI * ix:
OC LQ u ,''•, X * Cu -J -1 -J _j _! _i _J _i •-. X O X 21 CJ' 1- X CJ * Hi
ci * Z "n. _i _i _i _i _l _i -J _l Ci UJ UJ UJ Ui * CL •^
a X * H -:» UJ 'X CC >r >r CC oc •r "I ]3 * * Lt: * * *
l/l II ••-. CD UJ U-| CJ (J u u Cji o Q o UJ o X u. '\, *••.. o X * a;
z X I _J 1- 1—
1
-J b- * o
Lt; H H UJ -J * u.
G Qj u. o •r o *
'I X h-l a
C-.J
o
UJ
X
UJ
CJ CD
*
X
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
is:
o
UJ
I
u
*
*
l-l
«J
UJ
X X
* UJ
uO
CD
I
-J
0.
CJ CJ CJ
CD H CJ
i-- N r-
H H H
CJ i'l ri r'l ri r1 r'l r'l i'-1 rl CJ f-J CJ Cj
1- li"J ^j3 h- CO cr-i O rH CJ rl rj- |j-i n CO
h- N N r-- N K 00 CO CO CO CO CO CO COHHHHHH'HHtIH'H h h h
w
004
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Cl
lit:
Ui
*
*
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * •*.
* * *
* * *2 * * *
UJ * * *I * * *
H- *
*
* *
* *% .-% * * *X * .^•. * * *
*
\f\ *
* *
* *
UJ o UJ * * *
\
_J (—1 'Z, X * * *
*
> o X
* *
* * *
., UJ CJi 1—
1
Cl' * .^ UI * * *
tr > Ct; UJ q: -1 * * *
o •-• I UJ Cl \, UJ ill -1 * * *UH o Cl . * 11 a: CC * -* *
X o CL .•-\ H-l uL X u * * *
lua: en
UJ UJ
X
Cl UJ /••.
H UJ
Cl
*
>
* * *
o w U"! K UJ I X -1 o H * * *
i- _J CE Cl f ^ Cli
-J .-% 1—1 1—
t
* * *
_J rH > .^ ^-' •z UJ OC -•^ Cl Cl: * * *
oo: h-« .". H UJ CL a ui o o * * *oo Ct::
o o
Cti
UJ f-
UJ
Cl
1—
t
CL *
* *
* *
zu Ll •^ •I X _J UJ ZI j<" ''_•• UJ 0. * *
LU t-i •^ tH '_' uL z 1—
1
LjJ K Cl * * *
I O H h- QiJ _l _J UJ H-l H- ,aL. m ., :*:: * * *
f- O 1—
1
X
-J CD Cl H- ct: 1—
I
_J H u * * *
1—
I
1 ^ CC K UJ 1- _i _J O UI * * *Qui t— o X ^-^ _J CL UJ ci: .^ >r UJ I ~^ * *
U iiL _J H- iii Cl \/ _l H- UI UJ H o X u * i/i •-V * *
11 Cl UJ CJ< UJ I OC Ul Cl 'I UJ * ^^ H * *
^
h- o UJ Cl O o Lm ^ X *• * ^ •j"i LJ * *
Cl: O S LU I UJ ••>. 11 X o % * CC UJ .^ * ^
UJ Z Zi U"! 11 o II "Z. * _J _J H .^ ;ii- H X o * *
Cl 2 t-t *\ .. _J H _1 IL * UJ ••. UJ * *
Z * * CJ * X h- o a: •r CC o z •% -¥ Ct z y; * •*DX II X CD *\. d: Cl Q X o a UJ Q ^ 32 *-k O Cl UJ * *
H
X UJ
Cl
u.
>—
1
UJ
-1 H- 1
c
* *
* *
U. CD o * CL i~i UJ 21 * *
1—
1
X G
*
*
*
*
* *
X *
iLO
CC
CCI
*
* *
t
(J
UJ
X
UJ
CD LL UJ * *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* * *
X * *
LL
U
U
X
-J
CL
CO c-.j C'i ri ri ^ rf t t l"''!
CD C-.J VA 1- y-i ID r- CO CTi CD H C-.J
(J; J-i cr-i cr-i cr-, cr-, cr-i CTi cr-i CD o o
ri H H H H H H H rH CJ C-.J i".J
CJ C-.J C-.J CJ
i'1 "t ll" ID
O © CD O
C-.J CnJ C^J C.J
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r-
UJ
CD
IT
Cl.
>
Qi.
CDO
a.
UJ
-ID
a
o
IE,
Qi
UJ
h- CL
u. UJ
"^ F-
O Zd »-•
H O
LO Cl
il O
cr
CL h-
CL
IL Ul
U >
CL
UJ
-J
o
(J
CO
a.
* *
Ui
UJ
UJ
I-
l/l
X
I-
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H r-- rf
•I cc II >x CJ I X XH U'l H UJ D CQ 1-
Ul 1- LO X CJ Ui O
UJ * Qi UJ H ' .J >5
">
'n. CC j^ O CD (S
cc H- 's. _l -^
U'l
UJ cc
II 11 il O
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1
Lii o UJ UJ .--v H
1- .. N N w X
£L ili 1—1 (-H ••_• _J
OC z I/I u-i ui. f-H
h- UJ Ul a O U.
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in o t—t 111 1 "i UJ CL UJ
> 1-^ Ul ili «X CL UJ Q
w H •I h-
X "X U"» m ?" O
ZI UJ UJ Ui X CO
CL CL _J Z -^ CL 1
O X CQ D 1—
1
'II z
U. X Z -J G '•.2 Ui t-t (-< CL -J
H H H H t-* Cl CL XO X X
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UJ u > z r-- O U.
-J O
f- CO CTi O D
O CD CD tH O Cj
CJ CJ CJ CJ O z
UJ
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MESSAGF HANDLER OF EXECUTIVE
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•X _J _J CO _" *
u-i _J _J I h- Ci *
1—
t
•r >r Jl^ UJ 21 *
ili Q o UJ u: UJ *
*
*
*
M *
J- *
* •'. ^ * ^. ^
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
N. «
* *
*
_J *
•-i
-I *
.--•. T *
•% .•-•. •-) * .^
Tt
> *
\n
H -J H- * H
Cl Cu 1—
1
* ClD 1- Cti * D
QL t- u * ixL
q: z HH * Ctl
UJ HH ct: * UJ
1- ^^/ Cl * H
z H *
1-4
H-t
UJ
_J
*
*
l-H
UI > -1 H * UJ
Q£ H- O Ui * CLD h-4 UI L'1 * D
a Ct: I UJ * a
UJ O u CL .^ * UJ
o .^ 1—
1
IH h- rf * o
o UJ ui ^ .^ ,,_ h- H» o
uL _l Cl •+ 1—
1
u 2; 2[ * CL
CL CD \, _J Ct HH * Cl
CE -J _J Cu _i *
U"l _J _l cc H- Q *!-• o: cc "TW UJ *
Oi o o UJ Cl UJ *
*
*
*
*
*
•*•
-^p
* * ••^. z
HH X * * •-•
u
U
iD
CO
J.
J
CJ c-.j
\n 'it
C-.J CJ
CCi Cr-i
•:-.j C-.J cj C-.J
Q tH cj ri
lii li"' IT} \r.i
H H rH H
i:-.j C-.J C-.J <:-'i C'i C-.J
1- y-'
'i' P- CO 'Tl ©
Ij-; m u"; U"' U"!' U'l •D
H H H ^ ri H tH
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to
I
-J
*
*
*
*
«
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
»
#
*
*
*
*
*
X *
* *
*
_J *
•^
-I *
.•^
'X *
.'% o *
til *
^J > *
_J 1- *
LU l-H *H LL' *
H o *2 (—
1
*
»-t ct: *
^.•* LL *K *
2[ UJ *
hH
-I "S *
> D 1- *
H O UJ *
l-H UJ in *
ct: I UJ *
LJ o LL .^ *
.. i-« U'l H- UT ^
LU a: 2 •-. % h- +•
_l lL * HH Ui ZI T* *
CO '\ _J LL' b-t *
<r -J -J UJ D •^
1/1
_i _J CE h- ill *
HM I I 21 Uj jC ^
£i Q o UJ Cl UJ
*
*
*
*
*
* * u]
C\J CJ
C-.J \A
CJ CJ CJ CJ
-t \r) ijii N
lij lil i.j:i li)
H H H -H
H
i-i LJ lJ
ri CD ©
T X I
ilj C" X
'X Q O© Q O
o O O
_^
II II 11 o
UJ Ul .-•. 1-
N N i/i X
1—
1
1—1 V
_J
Li"l l/l LL 1—1
UJ iZi o Cl
n N X ji X tlL
o 1—
1
U O U! ii^ O
HH i/i ii: X LL UJ u
K X h-
•r X ij"i lj"l ^ G'
?~ UJ u Ul X CO
LL LL _i ]cl 2[ LL 1
O X Qj —I 1—1 cn T*
U. X y _J o '\
-^r
LU H- 1—
I
LL J
t-l ilj Lt:
':•:" H LL LL
O X X r-
UJ u ;:- 21 U-J O U.
-I o
D
iH G
o 2
z Ul
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y:" * * •r *
I-1 * * h- *
•m' * * <L *
Ui I * * Cl iS-
CD H * * Cl' «
CC CD * * 'I $
a.
lD
_J
UJ
ij
'Z
u.
CO
h-
UJ
•r
-1
gc
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
U
-J
UJ
>
CO
1-
UJ
H
co
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* lf\O Oi <¥ * 1—
•
L>1 f- * •-• 1.0H UJ UJ * * u; U"l * -J UJ
CD >-> K * * UJ (—
t
(E + CO iiLD m ^<' * * Ctl u. _l * —
'
d
Q. o UJ •-U * H^ * CL •*^U o LO * * cc u. u. * iT UJ
01 ;2 .-% i-."i * * h- * .^ 1-M UJ * * (E * CJ .^s >
UJ O CL Cii * * Cl LO l.<1 ¥ Cl *-> CO
-J ci: ^ 9 * * U*l 1/1 * -.
ZJ in CJ Ci * * UJ UJ UJ * H 1-4 /-v
ili 0. (L •» * _l 9- ct: * Cl '^-.' HO H •^ i •4: CO Ci Q * •^ •s -^
^ Oj H H * * cc Cl ii * U"i
D CL Cl * * ^-^ <r oc * U ijl /•: .^
li. u.
''-'
^ * * Ck; *• Cl UJ H ^-^
o O UJ * * g: 1 1 * _i iii Cl •^
01 UJ 1- .^ * * * Cl Q Hz c^ "- 2 '^^ * H CJ * UJ Cl Cl U. »-
o H ~l iH o ^ * in Cl Cl * CC UJ
1—
«
U. ui ?" * * UJ * U"i 1 Q
H UJ .••\ 10 * * _i * i^ .-•. CC
cn •^ o i-'i z»- * * _' «. 0. CJ CO CJ 11
_j © o o lL w * * Cl H- * Cl 0.
hH D 00 ili ct: -. * * u D * ^ H ^
IL UJ z CL CJ Cl * •^ y CL * H 'r II
!Z H _J CL Jim * * -:» * 0- ClO UI LL ^•• UJ ^ * it: i-« * CC »_/ •^ KH Q
O LJ
u-i .
,
*
*
*
* UJ
*
CC
o '3J H »-« 2^ * * _j * a
LU 2h CO -J O * ir * c^
r'\ a: CD -1 o z * * ^ cc
> Q. U"l -1 * * * UJ _l
iii. LU ill O -»- u * * * * * * x -J
Mi O _l UJ LO ¥t Ijl a N. * * * * * * Cj Cl
_l CO D 1^
h-t j. ili OQ. ^ O ";,
ZI \, ' , -•
o _J 1—
t
o Cl H
Cj ct; H CJ CJ H CJ CJ CJQ —1 Ul UJ
CO
1 1 Cu
_J
1—
1
Z UI O 0- H O H CJ i-'i rf U") 10
•\ t—
I
r'\ f-i M r) I'l I-'I M
-J 1/1 o o
£L >-« z (J
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CJ
u
Of
hi
-J
* * (- * * * H-
* * h.
•s- * * -«
* * I * ^ ^ UJ
* * i/i * ^ ^
* * * * *
•s-
*
, * « *
«• * * « *
* * «> * *
* * * * *
* * + * *
* * •^ * *
* * * *
-i^
* * * * *
* * * * *
* * * * *
* * r4 * ^ *
* * a. ^ * *
* ^ f^ * .¥
h(. * z * * *
* •i; o * * *
* % »-t * * *
* H^ t- ^ * *
• * * t-i + * 4
* * w * * *
* *
*
o
0. *
*
*
*
UJ
* « * * * H
* * o * 1—
«
* * >
* * H- * _J * * CQ
* * 2; * Oj * * :jl
* * t-i 21 * D * * a
* * * LL * ¥ UJ UJ
* * c i-« CJ * •^ * * *-* X
* * m h- * UJ H * * u.
* * H »-H LL * H * * H-l
* * u. U1 * z*- 2; * *
* * •"H * i£i C^ * * UI H
* * I a. 0^ * D * * Cl
* ^ U1 UJ * j-\ H- ^ * U'l UJ
•» ^ H 3 * H UJ •^ * * h- \-
* * H »-4 * Q. ct; .-Ik * * cc -• I»-
^ * CO u. * ^_' H * * IJQ CO
•'. * * •r •^ 2 Cl * * -^
•n •r * * 1 I * UJ UJ .^ * * ^ 1 1Q H * * I h- ^ u: I rl * *
cc * * H H -r\ ^ D 1- ^-' * * K H OJ
li a * * t-e IJL a. * _l * * !-• Cl Cl
i^ * * 3 * UJ U * * LQ
/•-. (L * * * ., Ct^ * *
*-i —
.
111 * * UJ * ui ii * * a:
•-'
-^
_j i(- * h- 1- s- a: f- a^ * *
h- Q ^ CJ * * > H- D * Cl > H uL ^ * It' H
•r z D * * CQ D lL * UJ Cl z> .. * * Z>
vl) LU f- a ^ * IJ. h- * H iU * * UJ 0.
UJ
":»
^ * 2[ 2; D * H Li. UJ Z * « X Z
CtL UJ *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
D
UJ
HH
*
*
*
* U. _J
»-i Cl UJ *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
t-i
* * * * * * N. I * * * *
\^ * * * * * * Lm d X * * *
o
o
Q
03
I
ZT
•\
-J
0.
|V| |-v^
^^J c-.j
N CO iJ-t O
,V, ,v^ |V, ^
H CJ CJ CJ CJ
C^J
'I-
p1 U"J ^j5
1- 't 1-
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Ma
Hi
-J
>¥. * y-
* * * t-i
* * H^ m
* * * LJL
•* * * a:
* * * UJ
-«
* *
_j
-i^
^ * o
* * *
* * *
* * *
* i^ *
-¥ * ^
* * *
hP'
•-V * *
* UJ * *
* U'l » *
1- *
_J * *
o * •r * »
z u.
* *
li. * z * s-
t—
1
*
* •^
it:
*
*
*
u * Q »- -^^ *
l/l * t-t UJ * *
_l * J Ct^ \, * *
CC Mr uii * * *
u. * D 2 * *
^ •*. 0. UJ H- * *
H- * I UJ ^ *
UJ * UJ H- iri * *
w * h- * *
* Ih © h- * *
U"» i^ CQ g « *(-4 *
* /-\
II *
*
*
*H • CJ .^ H * *
l-H * Q. ^% l-H 4- ^
CO * •\ H CQ * ^
* H •^ u. * *
li. jfr 0. UJ *^ ili * *
HH * '.^ H h- UJ * *
* > U. i-i * *
UJ •«- LU Qji I U. * *
D * LL U1 H-l •^ * *
u: * _• .-% OUJ * *
H •:^ o C-.J O UJ —
I
* *
* UJ 0. Jk^ u. li: * *
* o '^ a: W l- •• * *
* o H h- « *
H * Q:: a. fj * 2 1—
1
* *
D * Cl ^-' lL *\. LL CQ * *
0. * *-' _; * *
H * H D * *
D * u. UJ 2; * *O * t-i Ct: UJ * ^Vi
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* H _j * *
* * X f-i u * * * *
* * * CD lII *\. * * *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* —
i
* .^ H
UJ * O CD
UJ 1- * HH X
h- z>- * -1
> GQ * m u^
CCl
U.
*
* Cl
O
X
Cj O *
UJ * /•\ .._ /-v
»—
1
U1 * Csj UJ H
u. U1 * D. ^ 1- D3 X
l-< UJ * "V [fl z>- X *
o L^ * H U"i Cu
UJ f- i-1 * Cl UJ Cl H
CL i-i a * ^^ (£ -•"% .^ Z •"•
U1 C£l CC * c CJ .•-\ >r cii
* UJ Cl Cl H
(T 1 1 * ct: CC Cl Cl ct;
* D Cl *-•• LL' CC2 H oj * Ci M UJ H O UJ
1— D. u. * UJ CL •j-l U. Z _J
* U ^ CC I ^v u
H •V. O UJ DJ m
t-i * Cl' h- II ^
CD H * 0. z>- UJ II 'V.
_» * DJl Cid Cl
CC D. * O H cx:
* H 2 ca o
ixL H-l * D. ^^• yil 12
(L * 1-
UJ * 1—
1
_l * i£i
u
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
ci:
CC
UJ
X -J
_JO
o
o
Q
GO
I
\J
0.
CJ
N CO
C-.J CJ CJ
iJt H CJ
CJ CJ CJ
\r> hi
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LU
a
-I
* * y-
'V- * t-i
* * LU
* * H
* -«• UJ
* * ifi
* *
* *
* *
•* :(
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* «
* *
* *
* *
it- *
4- *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
^ *
* *
* *
* «
* •^
* *
* *
« #
* *
* *
*
*
* *
* *
* *
* *
•^ * *
H * *
hH * *
CO * *
a. * if-
cc * *
-. UJ * *
Z -1 * *
ct o * *
D -» *
K o * *
UJ 2 * -«
C^ UJ * *
* *
* :(
* *
* *
* *
* *
* * * *
X * * *
* * _l
* * •r
* * * CD
* * * UI
* * * »J
* * *
^ * *
* «. *
* i *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* » *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * ^
* •^ *
* *- *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *^
* * it-
* ••V * *
Ui * u * *K * t-l * •«•
> * -J * *
UJ l£I ^ en * *
H- * D ••; * *
> U. * 0. -. .'-s * *
CD * \s\ tH * *
* .--% 1.0 •^ 0. •V' *
a UI * CJ UJ UJ ^-' * *
UJ m * 0. Cii H- K * *
t-^ UJ * -. D "- U. * *
u. a: * H kJ OH I ">. * *
t-t H- d * Cl CC \S\ * * *
o t-H D * ^j .-s * *
UJ cn CC * C-.J CJ ^ \- * ^
Q. * UJ CL Cl >-^ * *W 1 1 * Ct: ^ ih ^ *
* D UJ ili '^ * *
ac H CJ * uJ H UJ ^ \- 1- * *
Q. 0. * UJ ;- LO Q UJ 1—
»
* *
2; * u m CC 2 UI CD * *
t-H * Q CD .^ H * '^
* CL H 11 * 2! UJ * '^
H H * CL Cl X i)L u-i * *
t-i D * Cl ilj D * *
CO Q. H^ \£. H in * *2 * 3 UJ s * ^
CC 1—
1
*
*
*-' s Cl UJ
*
H * * ii-
UJ * h- * *
o-i *
*
CD
_j
*
*
*
*
*
*
• * N. UJ * * * *
* * * IM ili %. * * *
CJ
Cl C-.J
U1
z
o
jI U-|
(J >
U UI
I
o %
o u.
V-
UJ
U"l ii
UJ o
D (J
_J
CC ixL
u
ct:
UJu.
a: ••
CD
CC
\-
CL Cl
Q
UJ
I
U
o
o
Q
I
-I
0.
CJ CJ
N CO
tH CJ
or-. O
CJ CJ CJ
H CJ rl
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ii:«
UJ
u.
LU
-J
O
o
00
I
ZI
X
-I
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* •-fc
* O
* t-t
*
_J
* til
* _>
* a.
*
* tj
* K *%
•5^ V UJ ...
* m D .'^
•fr Qi M
CJ UJ 4- .-\ 1- CL
CL U'l * 1^
h-i ^ CL Z OV 3 * Ct ^
it: * c-j D aiH LU * £L H- H-
a. X * % UJ CL
H- Hi:. H it: ::^
U. O * CL ", o
1—
•
* "^ UJ z oc
Ui * 1- U H-
111 U'l ^ in > I yf\ .^D _I * Ct^ Hi \- ^j Hi
Ct^ oc * z> Z I/I
H- U. * d .'-•. CJ O _l ..
* in i-'l 0. Z CC -I
* o Q. Lm U. "T
* o ^ V > oH * it: CJ m z UJD * CL a. H a: _j
0. * "W 0. _l DH * H
-J h- £j -^D * Cl U. (T UJ Z HO *
*
*
*
»-< CJ Ct UJ LU
O
*
_j \f\
^ T
* (D -I a
* * N. lU Q z
* * * _l D UJ
CJ C.J CJ CJ C.J H
UJ O ON "5 lij
H CJ
CJ
t in 'D CO uTi O H
'£ "D IjJ li) tjli N fs.
I X I
J^ t •jjQ H '3
O O QO Q '3
•?»
II II II O
UJ UJ ,-,
N N U"i (E
>-^ >-t V''
_J
U'l W Cl l-H
UJ ill u a.2 N <Z ^ (L Cti
o -I UJ O UJ Ct: o
l-H (.M Ct 'I Ct: UJ o
h- CC H-
2 CC in u-i 7" o
UJ UJ UJ CC CO
^ iiL -1 y 2^ ixL 1
o CE CD Z) (—
1
iD z
u. CE T^ _J O \
21 UJ »-• —1 Cl _J
>-i Ci a; yr ll- Cl a.
o oc CC U"J
UJ o > ^ ri © u.
_J u
Dd 9O
"Z. ui
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H .^
u:'
I-1
••_'
UJ I
CD H
<L g
iJL
u]
-I
UJd
'I
LL
^—
.
CO
-.'
X
Ci
l-H
-^
UJ
CDd
Q.
h-
O
CJ UJ
OH *-,
z« m
CL oO oW 2!I
UJ O
_J Ct^
D U1
/-.
i-i
g Nz iH
u. Q.
o O
^r
d>:.
o H
l-H U.
H-
<L
-1 O
1—
•
d gQ. Hi
^ 1- -JO L«1 LLO LlJ
o G
UJ "k
H u^ lD
"•to^
ix: UJ iljl
hi o _l UJ
_J '» D :i;
h-l
JL iCi o
£L g ;>^£- 'i jC* -
o _J t—
t
u 0. 1-
o Ct^
o I-H U UJ
00 hH ^. _l
1 1 ill 1—
1
z W o a.\ H-t
_l m o o
Q. K-l "TT o
-1
<r
^
«L.
Of
UJ
\-
X
Ui
/-»
•^
M U'l
Q. w
^ UJ
C-.J q;
0. o
"i u
H CC
0.
^-'
LL
UJ .
ci: UJ
D H •-.
"*_ "»
ui -- a^
UJ uj gO
•-W O ^ CnO Ct M >
Ci
H
U1
CL CL u-i
LL Z
--z UJ
CJ H-l 2;
CD -J g
_J o z
u.
-TT
U1 _J
O -H o
U1 *it U"l iL
H CJ C-.J
OD iJt CD
1- rr ui
':»' * UJ
'«• * 'Z.
* * t—
1
•« * \-
* * ixL
* * UJ
* * CL
* * 1-
* * UJ
* * U'l
* «
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* ^
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
*
*
*
*
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* ^
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* 4-
* *
* *
* *
* *
* * * *\ * * *
o
C UJO ill
"• z
Ct hH
UJ
a. cj
»-•
a; Cj
o o
u. »-*
UJ UJ
z Cl
H I
_J H
-J Cl
CC
CJ ••
X CL
UJ Z
UJ
[fi
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
l-H
_J
CL
^^
UJ
it:
Z)
ui
UJ
i_jQ
u
CD
o
a:
a
<£
HZ
1-4
UJ
Cl
h-
U'l
^-^
_l
UJ
ct:
r
Cii
CE
U
-> Cl
* LL *-•
UJ
H
Ck:
UJ
•v. UJ
Cl
_J
II
II
OC >
X o
LJ
U")
C-.J CJ C-.J
CJ M -1-
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C^J
UJ
a:
Q.
a:
LU
* * \/ *
^ * I *
* * o *
* * U *
* * 7" *
^ * t-H •+•
4 * H ^
^ * *
* * *
« * +
-¥ * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * *
* * <^ *
•» * 1- *
* * a: ^
N. * ^ z *
* *
*
*
* o
*
*
111 * * u. ii: * •^
)Z ^ ^ * o
HH ••. *
'* u V * h-lH :^ *
*
*
* i]t: LU
* _l
Cli
-1 li * * ^_/ * ~i ._
-1 * ^ K-l * 0. UJ
•r i^ * * UJ LU 1- UJ •* H
... "\ a •-^ 1—
1
* * E Z 1.0 * LU ;hHO H v * * l-H t-H H t-l * H Qj •^
/-\ 1- UJ * * H H D 2 * > .'%
CJ II 11 •^ X II ZI * * Cl ui * LU /-\ UH .•-\ hi t-t * * H Ljl T^ UJ * t H-
Cti .. > > 1—
1
> H * * ~i O 1—
1
X •*• /-^ •. *_' Cti
^^
.'-N Q Q ''V U u: * * £l H- * H Ui *-'
h- HH H- UJ UJ =*: * 2 L'-| u. o * 0- 1- /-•. K
U"l ^-' 2 UJ ;2 H- 2; CL .^ * '* l-H L'-| t-l * ^-•• V H LO
CC O LU U'l t-4 D U UJ * * UJ UJ * Qj Q. •r
_l H I -1 o: 9= I /•: ^ ^ * \- ^ LU LO * UJ _j
cc: H- LU UJ 1- H -n f-( + * 10 ul -J _l * q; (-1 iliO u. o Q. H h- * * 21 ilj ui OC * _> •% UJ o
h- + > o > *-' ct: * * H-t CC H u. ^ D 10 LO h-
OL + cn H 1 UJ * * oc * hi LO •r
o > a: * i^ i/i Q. « ^ CJ * O UJ UJ •3
o cc 1^ x «r H-l (-H .. h- i ^ cc ^ O Lti
•^ II o o _J •^ 2; UJ * * H * Lt: uJ H II
ri II II o: II o li: ijt * * o H _' * Q. O UJ
^ li- u. UJ 2 Z) * * H D LL * CC ZI HH
11 !*:•-< \/ t-H Q. *-• u H Q '•*• * o; CL h- * 1—
1
o UJ * * ]2 — * H H- o
•-H c Cti: UJ
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* *
* *
u
LU
I
u
t-« O
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
IO
UJ
* 1-
Cl
-IO
••j o
UL
UO
©
CO
I
Q..
C'J C-'J i-'l \'\ \A M |--i ri M ri C-J CJ
U") ^£> N CO O H C'J 't li") iJl" f>- CO
ii"> in ij"j y":« ^i) 'j? ^i) ^li ij5 ^i) ^jj ^i'
Ch
ID
CM CJ
N
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f\
m
in
it
hi
* * h- *
* * Q *
* * CC *
* * it /--. *
* * UJ 1- *
* * a. «r *
* * "ZL *
* * it *
* * O *
* * u. *
*
*
* o
*
*
* * H *
* * ^ *
* ^
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1
II _J % -'
di UJ CD CTi Q u ^ o Cl. II ^^ . \3L
i3 ct: c-ij CiL c-.j li CJ Cl Cl ZI •V H ^ O •*• lD _i
/-\ /"%
.^v t Cl Cl Cl CL Cl Cl CL Cl H CC Cl 1- CD \ -J _l
^ * * ^-/*
-k ••\ . .^ . •^ CC .^ CD CL 21 CL -I i/i - I
%_/
^w- ^J^- •H Ci r-i Q H D Q U UJ >T _l U. (_1
^ CL T Cl CL H 4^ i_i CD H CC OH CJ I--I CC ^^.• UJ N^/ u] \^.' UJ Cl UJ Cl Lm Lm CJ Cl
h- h- 1- CtX X ";.; I'
t
UJ LU Lij \u
h- K
LL
\S\
'1
_J
UJ
1—
1
-I
Ct
-J
CL
O
CL -I
en -J UJ O CL o o U CL O
hi Cl' lL ~? ul _j Cl UJ Cl
_j
HI
Q. 1
21O
UJ
H C>J C-J H Cd CJ H C-.J C-.J H '>J CJ H oJ C-.J H H H C-.J c^.j
•s
CO
1
1
iji) N CO ai O H i^J l-'"l t u:< ^C" r-- CO «T> o H CNj r-1 rf 111
X H H H H rH H H H H H CJ C-.J CJ C-.J C^J C^J
-1
Q.
333

r-'i
UJ
Cl
UJ
_J
o
o
Q
CO
o
u /N .-^
UJ <M C-.J
UJ > <E (X
o H
o .. -^ ^ ".
u cj HH
C>J
£) "t- + H h-
UJ en X X
(^ .'-% "\ UJ u
Qi. *\, .'••. .^ r'l .••% H- H
UJ *
_i .-s . CJ ^w' ^-^
U. CD M .*•. Oj X %. XW •\ Cl' H- •% H ^^ 1- * h-
«M. * u K .--•. + I/l a iJ
'X 1- U. H H h- -r» o - '\.
N. ci; jI» O I Cu CO ;2 UJ U1 UJ *
* K •r
Cl
UJ i/l
1- J -J
_j ^
_J
<j
z
i5
o
UJ C h- Cu CO UJ o X o
o i/i iiC -» *-• »- H X •_' H-
1
Q ^-'
m A «r 1—
1
h- U. u. .^ II o C-.J H- r'l r'l CD
w V _J o u-i I I N I'l f- UJ H IT
-4 III _J 'Z Lm i/i .'-•. X -J + X h-»
£]t: O H 1 «r -1 1- 1- O C-.J + UJ Cl UJ ^
o Qj ;2 2 2 _» t^ 2 1- CD 1- 21 O h- ci: •n.
u. —
.
D o
I
o t-t O oill
Q
U U1 "\ 5 *
Hi LU CC 1- o H- 1 J _J 1- in Q Q vi
a l/l o t-i H o I X II 2j ^^' UJ II •'_' UJ
o -J r A» rH 1- I/l U1 t-i .^ II ill Cl UJ Cl O
CJ 11 2 HH Ui il c-.j !^ lIj h- > .•-\ 1- "h CO
UJ 11 U'l 11 II UJ UJ 2^ .. .--s 1—
t
1- CO h-t H- U1
<:::) U _J * -4 )E UJ ilj 1- Cil H Cl
•r •-. iXi l-H x ^ O * Cu tH CJ o -^ _•• 31 * •-. ••-' "? * H
o o 9 l/l I o CO X cc kL C u C^J *\. o ri "\. .^ Li;
_i
11
Cj
UJ
U'l G
X
_J
-I ilj
UJ H _J
_J ill
H X
* jLm o o U. UJ cc 2[ UJ LU r 3 II i/l
r
u.
H-t
LiJ
I
1-
_j ilj t—
1
H o U I/l
_J
UJ
1- i_i UJ
UJ
Cl
'X
*
CL
u
c
<r
o
_j
UJ
CJ r''i I'-'i '^^ r'l M 't "^ t li"! li"^ 1" i-'i r-'1 I'-'i CJ i-'i ri r 'i C-j H H
'D CA cr^ iS rH CJ rl "i" U"^ 'iJ N CO J-i G" H CJ r1 -^ hi ^i" N CO
C-.J C'J C-.J r'l r'l r1 M r'l ri I'-'l M M m t t 1- t 1- 1- t * t
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CJ
CD
a:
\
ixL
LU
uO
EI
_I
/\
o
m
U1
H
ui
t-
(L hid y-
> (L
UT Ci
LL
H D
U.
•^^
m
o o
LU Z
*-, f-i
UJ *
¥f Jrt X
^ *
* *
* *
* *
* i^
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* •S
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* •f
*
*
*
* *
* *
Jfr * UI
* *
* * o
* * h-l %
* » 1- \
* * CE >
* * ct: _J
* * <L _J
* * -J •r
* * o Lt^
* * hi LU
* * a h- ..
* * h-« \
* * (E -JLU
* * h- V OL
* * cc CC
* ^ a >_l
* * _lu ^
* * aL _JLU \
* v> Ui "IG i ^
* * h- Qi ^ u. \
* * Lm UJ u. o .
* * > H H o
* * \A H-t t-H s o
* * _I_J f- ^
* * f- K-)
* * H-J t-4 _l H
* * >-t o -J »-i
* H^ ^a U _l
* * u W
* * UJ D -J Z
'^^^ * a: iil CC z
* * iT H U. it
* * _j
* * * o _l
•••. * * * * * '-. LU O
* X * * * * * a Ci
* *
li: iC- ^. VH UJ •* *
LL H XU L|-|
>
UI
-J
Lm
-1
* X
X H i/l
_J -J X ui
* CE cc \_ •*• H Lti
t; z o o * LL H-
i/i »i 1—
t
\^ Qi CJ LL
o: * > CJ "f- UJ o
UJ in UI 1- >-i Cli H 2^K UJ UJ iiL hH Cj LJ _) HH ^D _l -1 UJ ui o LL >—
1
Cl D 1 U. l_l t—i ui \, z UJ
z o Lj U. HH ui ^ *' u _J UJ
o o o _" Lti UJ u D _l
u z z UJ u. LL 2; Lti Cl _J
o o H g ilj
u. u. u. il h. u. z 1- i.n z LJ
o o o
li!
I_l o "_j "_' z
Z o LU X t-
Ci^ Ct: Ul LL ui •u -^' i/i K
UJ U u u. UJ UJ u. Lti LO
b9 ^ LU o LU lD u. H- CJ 1—
•
CC
z z aI. o LL u. _J
Z' D 1 I ~\ D —I ui
•^ —
»
2 h- ]2 ~^ Lti UJ u. U-
CD l-H Lti UJ o o
X X X ":•' ;<" '::' o UJ TT*
cc <r >T LU CC CC u H ~l 2; 2
_J^ ii. ^Smm z J^ LU ^_ jC '* <L.
HH
* * * ¥• * * * * * *
X X X X "••.. X X * %. v_ '\.
CJ \n
M
CO J- H
\ ^ -. f- _J _I
' C'J ri _J •-• iCi Z
^ s
_J O UJ
I- Cti Z -J
K-i I— I— H- Q L'"i Ll
_j i-H f-H Cl ^_l ;- _i
_J _I O Z L'"i LU
Z X X X "LD
z z _i CC >r >r lm
^ \
^
\ N
\ i +
I o 2;Q i:S' Z
-i O o H
^. Cl ri ^ LO
CO ^ U. \ \ u:
s \ o O 1—4
CO \ h- -. ^ u.
1- \ t—
1
s ^.
1—
»
H- _j H J-
_I H HH \ — H
I—
t
-J ui _l HH
Ui _1 u h- _lO z h- 1—
1
3
»-i Lti o Q _J z z
ui UJ ^ L^ h- z
LL LL f-H ui 1.1*1 H
>:' "::" a f- 1- Lti L""i
cc CC UJ
"*
LL ^ CC
^ TT" LU (—1 U U. _l
il II 11 !l II II II II II II il II II II II 11 11 II II II II II !l II 11 II 11 II II II
H r4
(M M
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MLU
•X
Q.
Ui
OU
C9
00
I
SI
'N.
-J
•. ^ /\
*
(T
.
UJ
UJ UJ
-1 I \-
D a: CDUj h- QCd H u IIO \ o: Ct:
'\ z
.
•S- cc Cl UJ
* %. > 2; u. 1-
u^ * LU cc LU >
UJ LU _J in in CU
-J H lU D LH /% ftAJD Z _l D UJ CD CJi
u
Z a: U] UJX 1- z(3Z u.
O LU
o
z CD
Z'
i3
cc
•s
UJ UJ
w
LU
Ul
LU Z 1- CD > *. UJ u CD Lt: 1-X »-i Ck: LU cc _l H- h- U*l
lU -J o C
_l «I
-J
CD LU
i)L.
UJ
UJ
Ul
z
UJ
cc
LU
LlU.Li.Ll UJ it. U'l
-J u H _lo o o <_t
n
UJ
CD
_l
u UJ
ill Ct: U'l
> \/
z z z z
-J X CD Cc ill 'Z z u-i CJ
z z z z (C
z a:
UJ H 1-2 CC I Ul1- 1-
-J
* * * ^ en. UI LU UI UJ .^\ CC LO 1X N. -\. '\. UI UJ u-i H .-^ CJ >r h- Uj >
•k 1- _J o u > CC H CC u-i z UJ
_l X Cu -J u: Cu H CD •r ul 1- z
•r UJ .. •r ^-z D a: Uj UJ CD Lm I —
(
»-l
•^ z .'% t-i _J Cl ••'% Cl z Ul UJ .. H- 3[ .. 1- -^
s itL UI t ui Cu cc t <D a z -I J H-l J _J
P- UJ u-icc OL ^-Z U] Ct: U] Ct: D 5 z H IT _j cc
•\ •% ^ + h- UJ . "j- ul .'% 1-1 z C UJ Ct •r z
\ \ \ jCm X Lt: --' 21 <L .^\ Ctl u. »-<' CC LJ Ct: 1- ir Ct: LU Ct:
z ir« 'D z UJ ili \/ CC H- CD Cl Z UJ ct: 1- U Ct: UJ
z + + h- iUH 3^ CC Ul cc U'l u-i Q K -r U"i H H-h- z 2 Li^l LU cc cc o .-\ ill 7* cc UJ r X h- UJ X Z X
LO Z V CiL H- z ixL CD u^ id UJ h- 'I UJ w Ct: LU UJ UJ
Lc: H- H- t-i > .-•. UJ CM ul UJ li: ;k Ll 1-
•-• in u-| U. m ^ u z Cl 77 •r u-i 'I Cu CD UJ U. U. UJ ij\ UJ
U. CXL u: \ OC f- UJ Cl ct: cc Lm H (—
1
—1 H- > h-
\ »-• -I .'"% ^ *H H- D Cl c Cu v 'I ?" _j > ~i- U"i >
u. u. H- r'l I-1 UJ Ul ^_' cc UJ Ct h- Ul -J LU UJ m iuH s \ 1—
•
Oil (L * > D X ^ u-i cc * u r Cl r X U"l UJ *
H-i
_l ^ •'^ '\ u-i CD * CD cc H- X Cl CC * H _l Z) .^ X 1^
-J J- H cij C'J _l u-i Cu tT Ct * cc Ct: \ t U"i
1—
1
t-t CD CCOJ 21 Cl CC \ u. h- * ••_•• cc
_J _l -k ^ ., uL CD CD 1- 3^
H HD Ct U] U'l U1 CJ 1-
X a. LH HI CO >r cu CC z 21 UJ 1- z
Ui _J U ui
* _J
* * % o
N. * * ui
^_' ^-'
_l
u
^-' N^/ 0:
_l
U
ul
1—
1
_l
ul
II II II II II II 11 II II II II II II 11 II II II II II II II 11 II II II II II II II II II 11
in U) N CO
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o
o
CD
00
I
-i
0.
*
«
«
*
*
*
« o
*
* /^
* 2
* QC UJ
* H Q.
* Cl LO
* O D
* Ci UI
* z UJ
* »-« 1- UJ
* cc CD
U"l * [A >
h- * Ui t-H O
CL * J H H-D * D CJ«
li: * O >x U
0^ * O _l
ill * z UJ D
H- * L<-| Cii UJ
2; * UJ
-i g
>-i *
*
CD
cc
_J O z
a * in o
UJ * u-i o U HH * UJ H -J
QC * z D U
;> •^ * H Q u
*-*
_l UI * z Q XH cc UJ * UJ U Z UJO "?» UI * 1- % UI -. •-W
CE ^ o * U'l
_l •\ -1 o _i 't~
UJ Cl *• > ir CD 5 h- "Z tit> H- q: * Lm z iJl 2;
_l X D * ui Z ^ 1- ui \-H Ui a. * UJ UJ ;2 UJ 2
]2 * H H K U t- u
U UJ CD * X li: X in X U'l
itL b- D ^ UJ cc UJ ^ UJ ^
Ctl > Cij * 1- (D CD
Zi til U * UJ i/\ u cn UJ if\
u ui * 1- F- jC 1- V
/-% * 2>- _i > V
u. t it: * iu •r CO I- CCi ill
o ^•' o * ^ CL 'Zi
u. * r\ Lt: .•-. "T .-•. UJ
ii Cu * t UJ t H- 1- Cl
LTl O lH * ^-•- * H ^.•• Lm ^.•' U"i
.* £ '. z * O X * O
*
•• Z X H * UJ X \rf * D X
X ZI * CD X
-1U
z * *
*
*
*
*
*
* *
*
* *
* *
>
in
-I
x u
»-< •*•
>
t/i
X CL *• z
>
X U1 *
II II 11 II II II II II II II II II II II II II 11 It II
11 II II II
0\ CD
558
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Ii
U"^
UJ
a
UJ
-J
o
o
00
-J
-^ *
^ * g: U'l
* ^ iV
* * ij'l '\^ 1—
1
u
*
*
*
*
UJ
-J
t Ci
o 6
•J * z» CD UJ 'Z u 1-
•^ ^ ill LO H Cl \ Li:
* * g ZI i/i U'l Q Ci cc* ^ ^ »-4 G ^ h-
* * LO X UJ U'l u £ U'l
* *
_j Lti > UJ Q Cl* *
-J UJ ijl o U'l U'l H
*
*
*
*
cc
^ I
1-
o LL
Ci
UJ
1-
LO
D
U'l UJ
1
1-
iZ
* * •^ U. D h- 2 IM Ci Ci UJ 1- cc h-
* *
-J O Z >-< Ci D UJ _J o ">- h- UJ
^ * cc 3 w UJ UI UJ N D t- Oil U'l UI
* *
-:r m ui UJ K LL 1—
t
Ci Ci
* * iiL D _l |- 1 o •r UJ u-i Gl' g Ci .•-V LJ CL UI
* * UJ H D UJ ill > Ci Hi D u EI UJ Ci z LlI -•
* * cc H- CC Q X >-i UJ U'l I N g H
* * h- X 1- O UJ UJ H h- 1- H CL HH uH D H
^ * cc UJ u"i 2: _l U'l O CC g UJ 1 UJ CL' UI ":•:" u LL Z
* * Q "h D H CC > OJ CL I 1 1 UJ CC u. Z H
* * UJ UJ 01 CO ili u-i 1—
1
K X _l O U'l
* * UJ 1- I -^ o H4 H- 1- I^h- > 1- o H D ^ ^_' > U CL
* * > V H- Ci ZI X g o % I Q D Ci -1 cc Cj
* * HM u3 'x* UJ UJ •r JL. 2[ u r O 5 .^.. _J U II
* * H UI UJ H- K T^ H- lL 21
/-% * * D .'••. Z ili ir CD UJ UJ UJ UJ UJ UJ CC UJ LL iX UJ o u
o * * O ul »-• z Ci -1 _i _j -I -1 _l ;:- _i Cl' U H -;. -I
q: ^ * UJ O r ^ LL II p D _i _J ~l -1 H-l _' U H U'l o LL CO
Ul * * X !£. y- ^ D Cj Ci Ci Ci Lj Ci H Ci X _;•: "¥ o cc* * UJ \f\ Z a1 ^. N o i-j o Q g U CJ LJ H UJ Ci ^ Ll hh
UJ * * > O UJ U'l CO ^ zz 2; 7* EI ZI CC ZI U cc <I CL
1- * * IM CJ K 1-1 ifi H- U'l U'l cc
•I * * jC ifl -J t-t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 UI Ci U'l u >
D ^ * CC iri > UI CD UJ u HH (—1
X * * 'Z D W D il H o H o H O rH iil U'l LL U
UJ
*
*
*
-J
iT UJ CC o
1
. . . .
Ci
Ci
cc
CO
1-
cc
1- U'l
z cc
H * * 10 H I 1- Ci' CD H CJ M CC h- UJ oil
U. * * -J U-| H l/l 1- H- U1
* * 1- D ilj 1—
1
h- t- H h- t- h- "T o UJ u
"^ * ¥> n. * O Z Q UJ >-* t-t t—
4
1—1 t~i \ 'Z K * o 1
1
UJ * * h- X Z -• 1^ ^^• CQ iu CCi UJ CO * h- U1 'V. Z H 1-
c * * L'l U'l Ci
•D * •¥ •:> Cl O
\-
_J * * o Ci z
o o * * z CC *J'
UJ z * *
*-, *-* ^ * * _j _l
UJ * * * * * \ (-• o
¥t ^ '•-. * * * * * iii Ci
II II II II II II II II II II 11 II il II II li
il il II 11 II II II il II 11 ii II 11 II
H C^J
3^0

Vij
UJ
(3
CC
UJ
-J
i-i
o
u
00
I
s:
-J
Q.
a:
UJ
1- aX UJ
UJ
UJ >
»- UJ ft
>
-J K H
^ Hi D o: O
_J H <:> •r (L
CC /-\, £i: o .^ 1-
z M U z _J m W
Q^ K in CC .. h-l
UJ Ct^ O .. o CD 2[ z JH CC •^ ' h- J .^ D liL u gc T
•^ -, ^ X .^ t- _J i >r o -1 LU UJ H o
-J -J ^ -k _I UJ _l I/l •x CD _l ]2 h- "I Ul 1- m J iZ 1—
t
a: ir .
_l -1 (T I -. 2[ J/i 5 it: -:» Ct X > CC Ul 1-r^r "!•
_i I >r z u A. CJ it: Z UJ iT ^ UJ m Z H o
2Z ^ ^ «r 2 IZ u: H it; K UJ iZ H m UJ O Ct: X CC
UJ UJ _J 2 i£ OH Ui > u LC h- -I UJ X TT* h- (- u-i 1- UJ u it:
K- H •r CtL UJ UJ h- CCI h- CC X CC f- UJ X U^l X H h-X X 21 UJ H 1- X X 1- Ul iD X 13^ UJ CD Ul X LU X
LU UJ i^ 1- X X Ul .-^ UJ LO UJ UJ UJ 1-1 in LL it: UJ t- UJ
UJ X UJ UJ o ^ u _J H H- UJ «!. UJ UJ -(-
UJ UJ h- UJ u \r> UJ tH H- _J UJ "- hH H- Ci 1- UJ iii CDH 1- yr UJ UJ H CJ H h- > 1—
1
H- 0^ ]2 Zh 3* "I "^ 1- in
> > UJ UJ f- H > ^-' "t- ct: i£t Zk o LU Q HH -»- z z
LJQ CQ h- ;^ z>- CD Ct: Cij 'X it: lQ y-. z HH it: O id O
UJ "h m LU UJ 1- .•"•k u Ijj .•~\ H h- iL 1—
1
u.
a: ii^ f- CQ en U. •r U'l 11' U. .-'•. C^J z t O LL (D h- )—
1
H O V H a in u. H ^ r"i t V UJ -^ CC j£ Ul O
€C O CQ IZ D Lm Z D 'r u '-' 1- \^/ H- it: Lj u iii CC UJ
Ci _! K-« o z 1- lD Cj Cu ^v' h- !J-| CD K 'X CC LL it: Zi
LO 13 O lH O H i/l CD LO LO O * UJ ^. CD X * > X In * X X h- * h- X CC l- * it:
CD U-| in U-| U1 X CC m CD Q Li"l '••. K * U"l UJ \ m * y X UJ * l|-| •-. m * UJ X X 1-
iZ Z ZI Z UJ _l z a: •r ^ V H Cii UJ _l Ul
CD H P H 1- z H H ilj o _J -^ 2: H --. C_i (J
UJ X -•< X X D X X 1^ _l _J o o X £ X m
uJ UJ UJ UJ UJ z UJ UJ UJ "^ t-H z z UJ m UJ z
_J -1 _J _J -1 -J _i -J
o o a CJ I^Jl o LJ o
Ci Ci Cl Cu LJ ill iLJ Cj
II II II 11 11 II II II II II II II II 11 II 11 II II II II II 11 II 11 II 11 11
VlJ
II II II
on CD
H CVJ
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UJ
CD
o:
0.
111
_l
fJL
i
-J
0.
lZj "h
u LD CDI 2 1-
h- 1—
1
Lm X Cl
UJ
<j
_i Q 1—
t
_l2 _J H h- _)
hH t-i X U'l CJ ill
z U. h- X X UJ
HH X H -J X
CC Cl O UJ a:. U
t- Ui H T* UJ u. X U'l2 U'l Lm ill H
o LO a L_j UI U'l
CJ Ui LO u U'l Lm u U. 1—
1
o 7" L'l t—
1
U'l h- . Q
»- u Lm UJ > J 1-
% u-i Ct: h ^ CD U > CD X U'l »—
(
_l t-t D. -*•. U U] i_i 1- UJ
'X _J UJ U Z Cl u. H ^ UI 21
z UJ -^r Ct: Cl U'l U U'l LU
HL "k o m Cl X UJ X H u X
UJ J u. Ll U'l -J u:H 5 »-l O U' UJ 2; 1—
1
U'l UJ ill
X JW u. h- CD UJ f-4 Ll ill LJ
^ UJ a: ;2 X CD U'l •-. X UI
_l UJ QC CD O O -::» U] Ct: UI _j _l
CC % ^ UJ H 'I r^ HH h- Z UJ X u X UJ _i2 _j -1 H- X •^ _J HH h- ill u. UJ Ct: X X
•k. ^ % . u: I cc > UJ _l D K X iT UJ X u. ill ill Ct: 1- CJ
-1 _l -1 -I u 2 2j CD I o i—
1
u U"l H Zf 21 i_l u
<r cc (E r H Ct:: ^ Ct: Lm Ct: I Q ^ 21 ;2 iu KH r-i X h- U'l U'l
2^ ]3 Z X UJ -J UJ .. /••. U"i ^ Cl >-t _J U UJ in ':< T* 1—
C£ Lt; ci; Lt: UJ -^ H CC h- J r* LU -J UJ o o '!f~ X U'l U'l + .•-V UJ l-<
UJ UJ UJ UJ -I X 21 V a: UJ ix' CC h- UJ O H u Z2. 21 21 Cl' X i^n
h- 1- f- h- lm cc ui Lt:: u ]2 _l Cl 2^ X CC in 1- ct: 1—1 Ct: i_i UJ h- ui U'l
X X X X U'l z UJ CxL u. Cl Ct: UJ T L''l a Cl X UI 1—
1
H 21 \-^ X
liJ UJ UJ UJ LU CL i.n H Li-i UJ _" y£ UI Lm Li'l 1- «:. UJ di K U. Ct ;- Q UI H
ct: UJ i.n X Lm h- iu H Ln »-« I K ;3 HH 1- JU. U. Cl CD !_' X
iri UJ UJ i/i D f- UJ UJ U V a .--% ^**. Lm u 21 H-l z II u _i v H >
U'l h- K U'l ill X u: Ct: UJ Lm h- UJ U Cl' 1— t-H \~l Lm UJ CJ iij X UJ H H-
LU > ! UJ 'Z UJ Q u Cl 21 D li: UJ X O Cl f-( z CD (D -J U1 > h-l
^ lD CD CL Lj H Cl u ^.' O UJ lIj U. 12 Cl UJ Lm CD U'l ^_' ^1 (—
<
1- Ct:
O iii ct: UJ •r ;- CC I- rn 1- ill U. h- C! Ct: Z U'l 21 L_j _J t—t i_i
a UJ .^s ili ilj 1- m "- Ct; Ln ;»- CC -J <J 21 ^1 LO CJ' 21 ^ 1- UJ Cl iL 1—
1
<r > CO CE 'Z > UJ Lt; CCl u ^ ca al Lm —
t
O Z u ~i 1- 2: U'l I LJ Cl'
HH ^-'' f- CD -;. _j ill u. \ >J a Z a 'J z ill 2 U'l i—t 1— CJ 1—
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